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Author to speak
BY CuristineE

BENSEN

LUMBERJACK STAFF
rea author and envi-

ronmentalist
Derrick Jensen will
be
speaking
in the
Kate
Buchanan Room Thursday at 4

p.m.
“My talks are usually pretty
damn

funny,” Jensen

said in a

telephone interview from Crescent City.
On Thursday Jensen will
have an open discussion to talk
about his memoir.
In his book Jensen, an incest
survivor, writes about how na-

ture helped him come to terms
with his abuse.

“Nature can be a great
therapy for abuse,” said Maria
Bartlett, social work professor
and adviser to the Social Work
Club.
“This is a book I had to
write,” Jensen said.

Jensen said that “A Language
Older Than Words,” his memoir, was originally going to be
about humans’ connections
with nature and other species.

about

nature,

“T realized I had to say more,”
Jensen said.
“I wrote it because no one
else is writing this stuff,”

Jensen said fans all seem to
relate to his book and even
thank him for saying the things

Jensen said. “If I don’t say it,
it’s not going to be said.”

Jensen said although he felt
he had to write this book, it was
a painful process.
He said all his life he had
nightmares, which got especially bad after starting his
memoirs.
Jensen started writing in
mid-December 1996 and finished it a year later in mid-December 1997.
“Once I finished the book, the
nightmares stopped, and they
haven’t
been back since,”
Jensen said.
He said he is glad sucha wide
variety of clubs and groups are
sponsoring his event. He said it
is time to make those connections.
“We're always fighting fires,

Shanna Butler, a social work
senior who is helping to organize the event, said, “The idea
is to show that you can’t separate (these issues). This helps
us see how each others’ issues
correlate.
“It’s easy to be despondent
about how terrible conditions
are; saving the planet is the
only way to globally unite us,”
she said.
Butler said the book shows
people how they violate each
other as well as nature.

She said that especially in
Humboldt County she sees a lot

of that with the clear-cuts —
even littering.
“In writing

this I really did

tap into something,” Jensen
said.
In an excerpt from a letter,
one fan wrote, “For so much of

(the book), I felt you
speaking my language.”

were

“We're always fighting fires

but we're never getting to
the underlying cause of
| them. It doesn’t really mat-

they’ve wanted to say.

but we’re never getting to the
underlying cause of them,”
Jensen said.
“It doesn’t really matter
which issues we discuss anymore. They’re all interconnected,” he said.

incest

. ter which issues we discuss
® anymore. They’e all intery connected.”
Derrick

Jensen
author

Jensen is also the author of
“Listening to the Land: Conversations about Nature, Culture
and Eros,” which was awarded
USA Today’s Critics Choice for
one of the best nature books in
1995, and
“Railroads
and
Clearcuts.”
He is also a contributing
writer to The New York Times
Magazine, as well as The Sun
Magazine.

This event is sponsored by
the Social Work Students Association, the Environmental Science Department, CCAT, Redwoods and Rivers, Streamway,
Humboldt Women for Shelter,
the North Coast Rape Crisis
Center, the Women’s Center, the
North Coast Environmental
Center and the Campus Recy-

cling Center.
The event will start at 4 p.m.
and will give people a chance to
visit the various tables set up
by the sponsors as well as re-

In addition, he teaches creative

writing

at Pelican

Bay

prison and is helping to improve the lives of coho salmon
and California red-legged frogs

freshments.

in Crescent City, where he lives.

Area high school seniors get first dibs at enrollment
BY CurisTINE BENSEN
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Seniors from high schools in
Humboldt, Del Norte, Trinity, Shasta
and Mendocino counties came to HSU
to apply for the Fall 2001 semester Saturday.
The third annual Freshman Admissions Day, which was sponsored by the

Office of Enrollment Management, was
free to area students.
It gave

students

an opportunity

to

gain early admission to HSU as well as
help filling out applications for enrollment.
“This is the third one we’ve done for

local and regional areas,” said Rhonda
Geldin, coordinator of campus visits
and events.
“We had 130 students attend the past
two years,” Geldin said.
Geldin said many CSUs have these
freshman-admission days, but most

open them

up to students all over the

state.

“We focused on local students, but we

may decide to extend it statewide (in the
future),” Geldin said.
All students who attended were asked
to first meet with their high school advisers to determine eligibility.

The day started in
atre, where students
keynote speaker Dr.
fessor of health and
The participants

the Van Duzer Thewere welcomed by
Richard Stull, prophysical education.
were given folders

were

open,

and

campus

and

housing

tours were available.
Prospective students still had to pay
the $55 CSU application fee, but instead
of receiving their admissions letters in

containing information about HSU.

February, students found out that day.

Participants then went to the University Center, where prospective students

“It gives local people a chance to find
out before it’s open to the whole state,”
said Hilary Flynn-Sousa, McKinleyville

were given the chance to speak with faculty from different departments, financial-aid counselors, student-affairs officials and recreational-activities staff
members, as well as current HSU students from the North Coast.

The

HSU

Bookstore and

the Depot

High School senior.
After receiving acceptance letters,
students were given the opportunity to
reserve a space in the residence halls
and sign up for placement tests.
“T wanted to find out if I was accepted

Groups help integrate freshmen to college
Freshman Interest Groups are
available to help strengthen study
skills and friendships.
Signing up for FIGs guarantees a

group of no more than 25 freshmen
in a block of classes together during
the fall term.
FIGs are available for different majors, including undeclared.
According to the Housing and Dining Services Web site, FIGs have
shown to positively influence student satisfaction and overall success
at HSU.
FIGs cluster two to three courses
together and generally attach an ad-

This creative and innovative design allows students to receive more

individual attention from faculty

said she likes the open at-

mosphere of HSU’s tight-knit community.
“It seems like people are more laid
back and won’t judge you,”’said Ashely

Fisher, Willits High School senior.
Lehrin

Moruy,

a 2000 Eureka

High

School graduate, is a kinesiology and
French freshman at HSU.
Last

year, Moruy

was

invited

to an

event similar to this one.
Although he could not attend, he was
to

make

alternate

plans

with

Geldin to apply early.
Moruy, who helped with the event,
said, “HSU is the only place I applied;
it’s the only place that had everything I
wanted. I knew it was a great school.”
Moruy said since he had taken classes

at HSU during high school and knew
people at HSU, he already had the inside
Scoop.
He said he loves attending

HSU

but

that he feels like he takes it for granted

members.

This model also provides students
opportunity

Steenwyk

able

ditional one-unit seminar course
that is reserved only for students in
that particular FIG.
The seminar allows students to focus on student success skills and explore the FIG theme or major emphaSes.

the

so I could make plans,” said Ivah
Steenwyk, Willits High School senior.
“My mom was more nervous then I
was,” she said.

to

form

study

groups and participate in group dialogues a variety of topics dealing
with the transition to college.

sometimes.

“People are in awe when they come
up here — I’m used to it,” Moruy said.

Ae

CAMPUS
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1, 2000
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new and year-round operations
enrollment growth.
In addition to increasing
year-round operations, the

GANDHI'S
CRITIQUE
OF GLOBALIZAION
Redwood
~ SPECIAL LECTURE

~

closed

Talk open to public.

The

Given by Assoc. Prof. Bart Gruzalski

competitive prices for art supplies.
“In the same way that online

Bowl

until March

Redwood

Bowl

was

closed Monday for turf installation.

In opposition to globalization,
Gandhi was a champion of decentralization, seeing it as a solution to
problems of unemployment, overproduction, and more. He worked to
recreate the independent village that
would be self-reliant for the food and
clothing needs of its residents.

“This
said

Ken

is a repair project,”
Combs,

director

of

physical services. “Putting the
turf

in

will

allow

Redwood

night and day.”
Redwood Bow! is HSU’s only
lighted playing field, which is
why it was chosen for the renovation.

As reported in the Oct. 27,
1999, issue of The Lumberjack,

4-5 pm at HSU in NR 101

Y| Re-Elect
Connie

Stewart

Connie has been endorsed by:

* Congressman Mike Thompson & State Senator Wesley Chesbro
* Central Labor Council of Humboldt/Del Norte Counties, AFL-CIO
* Humboldt County Democratic Central Committee
* Democrats of HSU

Combs said HSU chose Astro
Play for the truest performance
with maximized traction comfort.
Classes scheduled to meet in
the stadium have been relocated.

Art supplies
now
available on the Web
Following the lead of online
textbook specialists such as
Amazon.com

and Bigwords.com, a group of
students
StudentMarket.com

created
to offer

sites are an alterna-

tive to shopping at the campus
bookstore, we now provide an
effective alternative for art sup-

plies,” said Oren Milgram, director of student

services

for

StudentMarket.com, in a press

Bowl to be used year-round —

November 1, 2000

textbook

release.
As an online retailer, the site
has a fraction of the overhead
costs associated with campus
bookstores.
It also has more room to accommodate a wider selection

than that available at campus
bookstores, according to the
release.

StudentMarket.com has a selection of more than 20,000
products for art students,

money will go to:

* a general
crease

enrollment

*a4 percent faculty and staff

salary increase to keep salaries
competitive and reward outstanding performance
* targeting high schools in
hopes of reducing the need for
remedial education at the university level
* increasing access to networking services for students,
faculty and staff on each campus and to assist in the expansion of CSU electronic library
resources
Money is also going to K-12
academic preparation, including initiatives in professional-

development training for teachers and teacher recruitment.

Milgram said in the release.

Search committee
assembled for dean

CSU approves budget
increase for salaries

The search for a dean for the
College of Arts, Humanities

The CSU Board of Trustees
approved a request for an increase in the 2001-02 school

and Social Sciences is on once
again.
The committee has 11 staff
and faculty members, with one
representative from Associated
Students, Laura Kerr.

year.
It includes $26.5 million in
revenue projected as a result of

° Six former mayors of Arcata

* Connie was voted "Very Favorite Politician” in the North
Coast Journal's Best of Humboldt 2000 survey.

Arcata City Council, 9 November 7
For more information or to help,

7 § sn sof youn) 30aI6 D Koluz

—

a

a

call 822-8154

ee

* Paid for by the Friends

ee

ee

of Connie Stewart

ee

ee

HUNAN ¢ CANTON
¢PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM
LUNCH SPECIALS * COMPLETE DINNERS!

We have the largest

Ea

Kanyey

in town!

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

On

Why go to Reno or Las Vegas...
Nevada Style Slot Machines
are rignt here in Trinidad!
CLINK!

|

CLINK!
CLINK!

SS

761 8th St.
the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders

Hl

822-6105 PLAZA
or

reservations

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

in-

24 hours/ 7 days

a week
oS

ne mile south of Trinidad on Scenic

107-677-3611

Or

Wednesday, November 1, 2000
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Caution:
Detours
ahead

«eae

—
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(WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE MECHANIC?)
That might sound like a funny question, but in
many objects that you buy or services you re-

The

road

a

between

Union

Street

and

Wildlife Lane will be closed until further

PHOTOGRAPHY

CLASS

notice because of construction.
Rossow

Street is detoured through the

Child Development parking lot because of

work being done on Rossow and Harpst
streets.

The Campus Events Field remains

10%

STUDENTS

eth

|

SQE>

|

And I'll wager they are your favorites because

DISCOUNT

|

they take a real, sincere, personal interest in you.

|

while it’s true you won't need a mechanic as

|

quickly. That’s why I’m writing to you. Just to let

on Paper, Chemicals, |
Film and Supplies.

RRR

quire, you do have favorites. Perhaps it’s your
local service station attendant, or your hair
dresser, or your grocer... in each of these and
more, you could name your favorite.

emer

often as the folks I've mentioned above, there
_| may bea day when you ; I need a mechanici
you know that there is a mechanic in your neighborhood who will take a real interest in serving

uygge

closed until the grass grows back.

you... pleasantly, efficiently, and with reasonable rates.

Jenkins Lane is open,
work continues.

So when a mechanical problem arises with your
Car, or you just need an oil change or tune-up,
you know where we're located.

Signal

trenching

but irrigation

begins

in and

JOE

near

in

Cluster

Court

REPAIR

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
ALL WORK SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Whalebone Alley and Science 3C.

Parking

MELLO’S AUTO

is open.

822-6004

Schmidt House parking ts restricted.

6011
SENIOR

St.» ARCATA

& STUDENT

DISCOUNTS

The foundation on the stairway behind
the Natural

Resources

Building

is com-

pleted.
The sidewalk on B Street, south of 17th
Street, is detoured.
The

sandbags

located

around

storm

drains prevent sediment pollution of waterways. Don’t move them.

Bob Has the Experience &
Values that Arcata Needs
“I've known Bob for a long time. He is an honest and candid man who puts his beliefs and
values into practice. | endorse him unreservedly.” ~ Congressman Mike Thompson

“Bob was one of the pioneers in bringing green values to Arcata. Your vote will help
him continue his good works.” ~ Medea Benjamin, Green Party candidate for U.S. Senate
“Bob cares deeply about Arcata and works hard on its behalf. He can be counted on to do
his homework

and pay attention to the business of running

the city.

Ll urge my fellow

Arcatans to vote for Bob.” ~ Councilmember Connie Stewart

@ Klondike
Casino
Ath & V Sts. Eureka

“Bob has provided passionate leadership on the big issues that are important to
Arcata, such as open space and environmental protection, affordable housing and
AIDS awareness.” ~ Victor Schaub, former mayor

“I’m endorsing Bob because we need people on the council

Lady Luck Black Jack — “31” — is here!
Lady Luck,

odds can be as high as7-1.

It’s a Black Jack where you

4 = 2 Pe rr

LANL

DUDL

Call for Details: 445.4633

“Bob can be relied on to hang tough when it comes to supporting community programs

that help the marginal, even when politics would advise against it. We need people like
~ Rey. Eric Duff

‘Vote
Bob Ornelas.

i

You’11 love it!

y

done so much. He not only spent hours helping plan the skateboard park, he was on his
hands and knees smoothing the cement eight hours a day.” ~ Carol Heaslip

him on the council, now more than ever.”

Wrreernei

who support our youth. Bob has

for Arcata City Council November 7

of

To help. call 498-6767 © Paid tor by Bob's Re-Election Campaign

6 «+
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Meet Your 2000 - 2001 AS Council Members
Office hours listed under each photo - Call 826-5412 for more info

Y
Dave Carolan
(MW

=

1-2)

AHSS

Melissa Ortiz
(MWE

(15S en}

on ;

'

(M 4-5 & F 10-11)

(M 2-4)

(F 8-10)

;

‘

:

e

*

.

Ben Carpenter
(M

1-2 & R 10-11)

April Rand
(M 2-3 & W

11-12)

PS Rep

“

B.J. Susich
2-3 &

R

2-3)

1-2)

Sheila Weeks
(MW

Todd Stephens
(T 11:30-12:30 & R 2-3)

Public Relations

De ie,
hae

(M

(MW

3-4)

NRS Rep
Rebecca Boschee

£9) PS Rep | ghse

(MW

Laura Kerr

ay

Panama Bartholomy

f+

Michael Bezanson

10-11)

Kymber Mayberry

-

W CSSA Rep}

Rep

Deena

10-11)

(TW

Mittleman

Christy Hoffheiser

1-2:30)

(T 10-12)

nd

[Public Relations |
Steve

Valgos

(MWF

11-12)

i Administrative VP
Matthew
(TR

Harman
2-4)

Jennifer Gonzale S
(TR

11-12)

&

| Legislative VP

President

Lindsay O. - Herrera

Elexis Mayer

(M 4-6 & R 10-12)

(MWE

11-12 & TR 2-3)
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8:30 a.m. A dog was tied up
to a light pole in fr ont of the

7 Depot. An officer contacted the
owner and advised him or her
to take the dog off the pole.
Oct. 23

10:53 a.m. A man was reported walking in Gist Hall car rying aslee ping bag. An officer
responded, but the man was
gone.

Sunset Lane. An officer responded and left a note for the
owner to keep control of his
animal.

12:38

p.m.

A

vehicle

5:57 p.m. An odor of gas was

reported in the University Annex. An officer and an engineer
responded and deter mined the
odor was coming from a boiler
in the building.
Tuesday, Oct. 24
1:13 a.m.

A display

of fire-

works was seen on the Cypr ess
Hall lawn. An officer responded, and a case was initiated.
10:30

a.m.

sponded

An

officer

re-

to a report of Sunset

Hall residents smoking marijuana. The officer was unable
to locate any odor or stoner s in
the hallway.

WINTER WEATHER

booted in the Jolly Giant Commons Lot for more than five
unpaid citations.

RAINWEAR,
2:50 p.m. A
seen a

and

wallet

checkbook
rewere

O

the

from
len
Forbes

Complex.

y

a
2

CYCLING BOOTIES.
So go ahead, get out...

man

the
This

BIKE LIGHTS &

Depot.

An officer rebut
oe

A

ke

gy Bi a Ay

the
in
restroom of

sto-

ported

REFLECTORS,

was

man

A

9am.

KEEP YOU INDOORS...

Me tee Cake LU

Thurs-

day, Oct. 26
12:37 p.m. A wallet was reported stolen from the steps
outside the Libr ary. The wallet
was found later and returned to
the owner.

DON'T LET THE DARK

was

made a clean
week:

1

This semester:

9

1:09 p.m. A vehicle was illeOct. 28

the Jolly Giant Commons

11:56 a.m. APD requested
UPD to assist in loca ting a 9year-old boy in the vicinity of
the Arcata Skate Park. APD lo-

The vehicle was booted for 15
unpaid citations. The boot was
later removed after the owner
paid the fines.
11:40 p.m. An officer observed a cluster of fireworks
coming from the Cypress Hall
lawn. There were numerous
residents observing, but no
suspects were located. A case
was initiated.

fresh air and the

Saturday,

gally parked in astaff space in
Lot.

Sctal mele aCe)

getaway.

thrill of adventure.

OUR BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP

cated and detained the bo y.

IS OPEN 7 DAYS

7:12 p.m. A housing emplo yee
reported a resident of Cypress

East was barbecuing on their
patio. An officer responded and
advised the resident of university regulations. The resident
ignored the advice and contin-

ADVENTURE
AWAITS.

ued with the barbecue.
Manor

resi-

mined that they were playinga
game and had no intent to
harm anyone.

Friday, Oct. 27
8:14 a.m. Two transients
were seen camping on the v ault
mats in Redwood Bowl. An officer responded and advised
the men of university regula-

tions. They
campus.

agreed

to leave

sees

mee gag

STUDENT DIPLOMATS NEEDED!!!

Quad. An officer responded,
but the juveniles had skated off
into the sunset.

a

4
A

Join External Affairs
Every Wednesday at | pm in the AS Lounge

to UPD, where it is a waiting destruction.

Call 826-5415 or e-mail mcb15@axe.

humboldt.edu

for more info

AS

U.S. Stare DepanTMeENT OF IMMUNITY

dent

was

reported

running

around and screaming loudly.
Officers responded, contacted
the resident and took him into
custody. He was transported to
Humboldt County Cor rectional
Facility.

r

tHe 47 ANNUAL

PurPoserur Asian VinnEr
Sunday, November 12 + 6:30 pm
* Kate Buchanan Room, HSU -

Wednesday, Oct. 25
3:03 a.m. A German she pherd
was tied up in the back of a
truck and was reported barking at people walking by on

Asian Student Alliance presents

~

$3° Reservation / $4” at the Door
COME & TNLOY AN EVENING OF FOOR & Fun!
Since there's limited space, please call for reservations!

LAs

(707) 826.3364 © MultiCultural Center House 55

eS

{

©

There’s a new place in Sunnybrae...

Outdoor

3
7
4

...but you can!

She can’t do it...

7:48 p.m. A housing emplo yee
confiscated a bong from Redwood Hall. It was turned over

11:54 p.m. A Creekview resi-

eoeeeenseepeeeseeeeeeesee
ete ete eeeeenereeseeseeeeeee

~ compiled by Mark Buckley
ROMS

5:21 p.m. Two juveniles were
seen skateboarding in the U.C.

Sunday, Oct. 29
11:54 a.m. A transient was
seen in a computer lab
in Science D. An officer responded,
but the man had alr eady left
the vicinity.
eenreeste

Two

patio!
eoeesestpeoet?eeee*”asteoseseeeeeseseeeneeseeeaeaea
Pew
eseneen
eo eee

59:20 p.m.

dents were seen throwing
candy at vehicles that passed
on L.K. Wood Boulevard. An officer responded and contacted
the residents. It was deter-

We feature:

New Extended Hours
M-Th: 6am - 8pm

« Muddy Waters Coffee
¢ Ghiradelli Chocolate

Fri: 6am - lOpm

for Mochas
« Sandwiches

Sat: Zam - 10pm
Sun: Zam - 5pm

* Cookie Capers
¢ Fresh scones, muffins

A
GREAT PLACE
TO STUDY!

& donuts
VISA, MasterCard,

We now accept
American Express & Diner’s Club!

|

Present a Student ID & Receive

|

w2OC¢ OFF

Any Espresso Drink

Ee

700 Bayside Ro
e*ee#ee?e

eeeo3ve

wa

|

@
te eeeseeee
eeeseoe7@#e7nseteesseeeeoeseseesteseseeeeeeseee

Monday,

GET OUT.

unnybrae * 825.6685 *ee*eeseeeoee#eeeeeeee
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on Oct. 31

HSU

Angels, rock stars haunt

—~ And we'll
buy your coffee!
Show us your voting receipt next Tuesday,

November 7" and get a FREE

cup of coffee at ...
PHOTO BY NicoLe Casey

@

whe

:

gcred \ GRoy yy
EGAMIC COFFEE Rags,

ee Dp

ei"

Baa?

©

WWW.SACRED-GROUNDS.COM

The Northcoast’s only certified organic coffee roaster

IMAGINE . ,
¢ Grand Cayman Island
* Cozumel
¢ Mississippi River to New Orleans
Fantastic Entertainment
Inspirational Speakers!
FREE Souvenir Fun Kit!
SPECIAL PRICING

PHOTO

Halloween

Prices from S599 per person, cruise only, based on

t

Apvil 2I- May

students,

including Silas Knight, a theater arts senior (above right),
who dressed as a zebra.
Many other students could
be seen strutting costumes of
insectual nature, such as En-

Sensational tun Cruise
4

brought out the

beasts in many HSU

double occupancy, port chavaes $143.75 per person
{

BY E M KNIGHT

6, 2001

glish

freshman

Velaquez

Christine

(left), who could be

seen walking through the Student Services Building parking lot.

At the top of the page are
Mary Amon with her angel

707.822.7676
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Jazmine

Amon.

They

see next page
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Halloween: animals, wizards strut their stuff
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J j++ more PROTEIN

¢ Continued from previous page

)

were two contestants in the Halloween costume contest, held in the Kate Buchanan
Room Tuesday afternoon.
Shannan McFadden, an English literature

than 3 Eggs

;

LTS

JUST AN

INSTITUTIONALIZED
BRAIN WASHING!*

Junior (previous page, center left), painted her face
and donned the apparel of
Gene
Simmons
from
KISS.
Dining in the Depot, undeclared
sophomore
Heather Bouler, music senior Sabrina Brown and
Knight show that humans, wizards and animals can get along.
Art junior Heather Sterling sits at a table in the
Kate Buchanan Room
(bottom left).
Journalism junior Skip
Westbrook (bottom right)
duct taped his clothes,
masked his eyes Gid came
as Duct-taped man.

Maids.

Photographs by Charlie Villyard

~compiled by Emi Austin

Foyer Gallery
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Jesus for yourself)

Oct 27-Nov 10

opening reception Thurs
‘.

.

‘neon dc

2nd 6:30 pm.

.
A
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(The Vine)
“Based

a

on a '99 student poll about the word Christianity
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The

Students

at 5 p.m.

will include:

EXPLORE THE
WORLD’S RELIGIONS

doing nothing.

* reports on meetings of the
Academic Senate, the Board of
Finance and the University Resources Planning and Budget
Committee

while earning college credit
© Study for a full academic
Thailand, India and Israel

year in Taiwan,

* updates on the intellectual
property rights for students issue, the External Affairs Com-

e Earn up to 30 undergraduate credits
© Pursue your academic studies of religion,
anthropology, and international studies through
readings, lectures and participation in religious

mittee, the Humboldt Legal Re-

and cultural rituals and activities

source
Corps

¢ Experience
monastery,

life in a Buddhist temple, a Tibecan

WORLD

GLOBAL

PROGRAM

LONG ISIAND
UNIVERSITY:

(631) 287-8474
e-mail: fw@southampton.liunet.edu
www.southampton.edu/fw

EDUCATION

Center

_—
239 Montauk

Highway

¢ Southampton,

NY

11968

FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

a vote for NADER. 5 vote for DEMOCRACY
As HSU faculty many of us have voted for, worked for, and even run for office as Democrats. Now we

find ourselves outside of a “New” Democratic Party which has raced to the center leaving behind
children, women, the unemployed, union workers, and the environment.

We the undersigned believe there is no longer a significant enough difference between the New
Democrats and the Republicans to warrant a vote for Gore\ Lieberman.
On Choice-The Supreme Court
~ Justices are appointed by the President

On the Military
- Candidates Gore and Bush favor a military

confirmed by the Senate

budget which includes the funding of the
Nuclear Missile Defense system
~ Candidate Gore is promising to spend more
money for the military than Candidate Bush
~ Clinton-Gore administration is against signing

the international land mines treaty in order to
On tactics--Take back the Congress
- Democrats say they want to “take back the
Congress” but VP Candidate Lieberman won't
give up his Senate race in Connecticut,
guaranteeing a Republican will be appointed from

his state if he becomes the VP.

keep US land mines in Korea's demilitarized zone

On the Environment
~ Clinton-Gore signed the “salvage rider,”
suspending the Endangered Species Act, continues
practices of grazing, mining and logging on public
lands at far below market value, rallied no support

On the Death Penalty
- Used extensively by Governor Bush
- Clinton Gore administration increased number

for signing the Kyoto Protocol, and has failed to
press for increased vehicle fuel efficiency

of crimes which are punishable by death

Thwarting Democracy * The Debates

On Trade
- Clinton campaigned against NAFTA as a
candidate, worked for and passed it as President
~ V. P. Gore worked with WTO and pharmaceutical
companies against African countries’ efforts to get
“compulsory licensing” for cheaper AIDS drugs

- Democrats and Republicans worked together to
raise the requirements for participation in the
debates in order to eliminate Nader.
Campaign Finance Reform
~ Both candidates have spent millions in PACs
dollars and soft money. Nader has refused both.

We're casting our ballots for Nader in order to qualify the Green Party for federal
matching funds in the next election as a voice For the People and For the Earth.
Join Us. A vote for Nader is a vote for democracy.
Michael Eldridge, English
Barbara Goldberg, English
Jerry Sattinger, Gov't and Politics
Sheri Johnson, Sociology
Sterling Evans, History

Lobby

* reports on ad hoc committees for the Safe Rides program
and for campus sustainability
* an update on recruitment
for College of Natural Resources and Sciences and the
industrial

* Scalia was confirmed with 98/100 votes
those absent were Republicans
* Thomas was confirmed 52/48 with the votes
of 7 Democrats

and

a Hindu mission

FRIENDS

EmilyStrange.com

Associated

meeting on Monday

isnt lazy.

She's just happy

1, 2000

« The Lumberjack

What’s going on at AS

FRIENDS WORLD PROGRAM
Emily

November

John Travis, Gov't and Politics
Melanie Williams, Gov't and Politics

Marianne Ahokas, English
Bob White, Gov't and Politics
Sam Sonntag, Gov't and Politics

a vote for NADER... . vote for DEMOCRACY

technology

program’s enrollment
* reports on the University
Curriculum Committee and
Student Grievance Tribunal

* updates on CCAT and its infrastructure, the Campus Recycling

Program,

the

Women’s

Center, the Student Access Gallery and the annual film festival

* Looking at Athletes committee report
College Meetings:
Undeclared: Nov. 6 from 4 to

5 p.m., South Lounge of the
University Center
CNRS: Nov. 9 at 5 p.m., location TBA
Professional Studies: Nov. 13
at 5 p.m., Siemens Hall, room
109

Correction
A statement in “‘No findings’ in annual AS audit”
in the Oct. 25 issue that was
attributed
to
Mike
Bezanson, California State
Student Association representative, was misrepresented.
He was attributed to saying that the president’s office and CSU chancellor’s
office made changes in a
shared governance proposal that “took the teeth
out of it.”
Bezanson said that it
was rather the CSU Executives’ Council — which includes all CSU presidents
—
and
the
CSU
chancellor’s office who
made changes that “took
the teeth out of” the proposal.
Bezanson
maintains
that
HSU
President
Alistair McCrone has long
been a supporter of shared
governance. The Lumberjack regrets the error.
~ compiled by e m knight

ComMUNITY
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Larry Oetker, an associate city planner for Arcata, said he wants to keep the Arcata Plaza the same because it is SO unique.

Arcata at a glance

City switched
BY Eric MurPuy
SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

rcata was founded in
1850 by Trinity River
miners coming overland from the east. The miners
called the place “Union” originally because they were members of the Union Mining Com-

from mining to lumber, to college town

though, because of stricter environmental regulations, logging is no longer dominant.
Arcata’s population is about
16,500 and nearly half of them
are HSU students. HSU was
founded in 1913 as a teacher’s
college.
Over the years, it has been
well known for its forestry and
natural

resource

programs.

It

pany.
“Union” or “Union Town”
served as a base camp for the
gold fields in the Trinity Alps
and eventually for the logging
camps that sprung up in the
redwoods.
In 1858, the settlement was inrenamed
and
corporated

also has become widely recognized in environmental education, business, liberal and creative arts.

“Arcata.”

council

Arcata

is recognized

politi-

cally as a progressive city, in
part because of the university’s
influence.
Arcata voters elected a city
with

a majority

of

In 1998, the voters passed an
act that created a committee on
corporations and democracy.

This committee studies how
the city can do socially respon-

sible investing. It also advises
the city on how to keep chain
restaurants from moving into
downtown.
Paul Cienfuegos, an area activist, helped

write the act to

study corporations and how a
community can have control
over their economy.
“Arcata has really been put
on the map

with strong social

and environmental
movements,” Cienfuegos said.

doubled in growth, but has re-

fore the white settlement came.

first such council in the United

The white settlers displaced the

States.

cently slowed down.
Most residents do not want a
big expansion in development
or growth, said Michael Machi,
area landowner.
Machi is running for a seat
on Arcata’s City Council.

Timber

has been the main

economic source for Arcata and
Humboldt County for much of
the century.

During the 1930s, the lumber
industry employed about one
out of every two working citizens in Humboldt County.
Today is a different story

litical activists in environmen-

tal and social movements. In
1989, city voters passed a
Nuclear Weapons Free Zone
Act. The ordinance was designed to eliminate city invest-

area activist
2020 lists one of its top goals as

carriers, is the second leading

maintaining a greenbelt between Arcata and Eureka.
The redwood forests border

employer in manufacturing.

the city to the east and agricul-

Both companies employ
about 150 people each.
HSU is the leading nonmanu-

ture lands border in all other di-

facturing employer with more

rections.

than 1,300 employees. HSU currently has more than 7,000 students.
Ken Combs, director of

City Councilwoman Jennifer
Hanan said preserving agricul-

ture land

is fundamental

to

local food base is very impor-

bers were Greens, making it the

Arcata is home to many po-

Paul Cienfuegos

Since 1970, Arcata has nearly

of the Humboldt Bay area be-

Machi said the best plan tor
Arcata is to fill in homes in pre-

tant,” Hanan said.
Arcata is somewhat

limited

to development by its natural
surroundings. Many residents
want to keep their surroundings natural too, Hanan said.
The major industry in the

area remains lumber production. The Sierra Pacific mill

ments or contracts with compa-

vious

not

has the most employees of any
manufacturing companies in

nies affiliated
weapons.

create sprawl outward.
The city’s general plan for

the area. Yakima Products, a
company that makes car top

with

nuclear

developments

and

move-

ments.”

history of moderate politics, it
does have a history of moderate growth.

can tribe, were the inhabitants

Wiyot in the rush for gold.

strong social and environmental

Arcata.
“In
today’s
age
where
sustainability and local farming is decreasing, protecting a

While Arcata does not have a

Green Party members in 1996.
Three of the five council mem-

The Wiyot, a Native Ameri-

“Arcata has really been put on the map with

physical

services,

school plans to grow

said

the

moder-

ately by taking a few more students each year.

“We have a maximum

limit

of 8,000 students,” Combs said.
“Right now we are trying to recruit more students.”
Larry Mendez has owned
Coast True Value Hardware in
Arcata for 17 years.
Mendez said the economy in

Arcata

and

his business

are

both doing good. His hardware
store recently expanded, nearly

see Arcata, page 14
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Forest tour examines

GHEE

aaa

logging

Arcata Community Forest provides revenues for Arcata
BY Micnaet

A. BRONFMAN

SCIENCE EDITOR

_The whole world’ S in| tune!
Y

1, 2000

About 50 people and several
canines turned out for a walking tour in the Arcata Community Forest for a look at logging

ea

Sunday.
Mark Andre,

the deputy

di-

rector of Environmental Services, and forest advisory committee

members

Dale

Thornburg and Danny Hagans
led the tour.

The

city provided

vans to

bring people from the Arcata
City Hall parking lot to the site.

The
community
forest,
which is all second growth, is a
model for sustainable forestry
and goes above and beyond the
state and area laws. Logging
the forest is a source of revenue

REQUEST LINE:
\ 826-6077

out Kids listen

to KRFH ms

for the city.

they Sit
(A Zi ee
should‘-

RTH...

*++more PROTEIN

The California Department
of Forestry and Fire Protection
oversees
enforcement
of
California’s forest practice
regulations that guide timber
harvesting on private lands.
According to CDF’s Web site
(www.fire.ca.gov/
Aboutc
DF
s
OverviewofDepartment/

nak a

PHOTO

BY NicoLe

CasEY

Mark André and Danny Hagans explain harvesting
practices in the Arcata Community Forest.
of watershed and wildlife, as
well as renewal of timber resources, according to CDF’s
Web site.

OverviewofDepartment.asp.)

CDF foresters review about
1,200 timber harvesting plans
and complete more than 7,500
site inspections each year. Harvest plans are submitted by private landowners and logging
companies who want to harvest
their trees. The reviews and
inspections ensure protection

Thornburg said state law allows 30 acres to be clear-cut, but

the community forest is cut selectively.

see Tour, next page
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PHOTO BY NicoLe CASEY

A participant and her dog play in the Arcata Community Forest during a tour
given by Environmental Services and the forest advisory committee.

According to community for-

est brochure,

Arcata citizens

passed the Forest Management

and Parkland Initiative in 1979,
to develop a long-term forest
management

would

program

provide money

acquisition

and

that

for the

development

of city parkland.
In the past year the city
raised $450,000 by logging 8 and
1/2 acres, Andre said. Out of
1,155 acres in the forest, about
16 acres have been cut since the
city purchased the forest in
1955, André said.

André said the forest pays for
road and trail maintenance,
and wildlife management with
money from logging.
The city follows a certified
forestry program, SmartWood,
that awards its seal to respon
sible forest managers.
André said the city made the
most money from its last cut
because the certified program

produces very valuable lumber.

Logging is done when the market value for lumber is at its
peak.
The timber is processed at

est and Jacoby Creek Forest
give hope for protection and

pulp mills

Shelburn, a Humboldt Water
shed Council board member
and forest walk participant.
Big cities like Portland and
Seattle log their city-owned forests. There is interest in setting
up
community
forests
in
Weaverville and Astoria, Ore.,
André said.
A press conference was held
following the tour.
“(SmartWood rules are) are
better than the state of Califor
nia,”
said
Walter
Smith,
SmartWood senior representa
(of
tive.
“Our
auditing
SmartWood clients) is more
successful because it is voluntary.”
He said the state has a tough
time enforcing its rules but his
company does not because clients
want
to conform
to
SmartWood’s standards for ecological forest management.

in Blue

Lake

and

Sonoma County, André said.
Arcata citizens cannot buy
lumber directly from the community forest since the forest
sells directly to the highest-bid
ding pulp mills.
Some participants thought
the city should not be logging
in the community forest.
“I think they are doing it as
best they can,” said Mary Anne
Rand, an Arcata postal worker
who went on the tour. “Forests
shouldn’t be used as a science
lab for HSU.”
All the forest’s old growth
was completely logged and the
slash (tree scraps) was burned
in the 1860s. Massive replants
have been done since. Although
most trees are redwoods, other
species include spruce and
Douglas fir.
“The Arcata Community For-

recovery

of

our

watersheds

and our forests,” said Shirley

&Leommuni yas
Grants given to area
law enforcement
North Coast Congressman
Mike Thompson announced
amount
of
in the
grants
County
ldt
Humbo
$119,435 to
from the U.S S. Department of
Justice Assistance. The grants
support projects to reduce
crime and improve public

safety.
The grants may be used to
support law enforcement, en
hance security measures 1n
and around schools and en

hance crime prevention programs. The grants may also be
used to establish and support
drug courts, enhance the adjudication of violent offenders,
establish multi-jurisdictional
law enforcement task forces,
and
detray
compensation

Stop the
campaign
KHUM

costs
the
insurance.

of

Violence
starts

will kick off their annual Stop the Violence, Start
the Healing Campaign today at

The Stop the Violence, Start
Campaign

? :ef f\A
LX
acl

4K

ARCATA

a“

CITY COUNCIL

-

Arcata residents support
Michael Machi ...
\

“Michael is nonesl
open-minded,
and highly competent.
His participation in City issues as an involved resident has
given him the knowledge and experience
that is needed for
a
Council position. His proven ability to research and un
derstand complex information, and to listen to different
opinions will make him an excellent
Council member.”
Jennifer Hanan, Arcata
City
Council member
“Mike will add a fresh breeze to a community which he has
been a part of for three decades. His ideas will add needed
diversity to the
current
Council.”
Champion
Frank Cheek, HSU National
Coach

“I don’t expect anyone to vote as 1 would 100% of the time,
but I do trust that Michael will do his homework, demand

Campaign.
Healing

“MACHI

ye cna

Softball

11 a.m. at the Eureka Inn. The
winner of the annual art contest, Holly Garbutt, will be
present to receive her prize.
KHUM will also be sponsor
ing several other community
events in support of the Stop
the Violence, Start the Healing

the

we * WERSE CSS:

* Continued from previous page
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TOUF: A look at logging in city-owned forests

the

facts,

sift

and

then

vote

data,

actively

seek

out

opinions,

Sanborn,

Local

Artist

will provide sound interpretation of
This will be criti
and adherence
to the Arcata General Plan.
the next 20
over
resources
natural
cal in protecting our
years.”
Lisa Brown, Arcata business owner!
“T trust

that

Michael

“l’'ve known Michael for 20 years and | find
and
community
He understands the
honest.

him to be very
would listen to

all the people.”

James
“As

a

Washington,

Councilmember,

Arcata

Michael

High

will

School

Track

har d-working,

be

Coach
fiscally

responsible, and non-biased in his dec wion Mm aking. I be
to
, balance and account ability
lieve he will bring openne
the

compiled by Taffy Stockton

the

responsibly.”
Alan

benefits

Humboldt Women tor Sheiie7,
WISH, North Coast Rape Crisis
Team and CASA.

through

Council.’

Kirk

Conzelmann
owner

ockbroker
of

New

&

Outdoor

form
Store
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DENTISTRY
Mark
Serving
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“We
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| TERRY AT SAL’S SAYS:
1983

*NITROUS-GAS
*STEREO SOUND

CARE

| “One should remember during a

¢ Continued from page 11

_fish-fight: it's the jerk on the wrong

doubling the floor space.
“T like this area, it is the main
attraction for a lot of us,”
Mendez said. “When you have
a business, it is important to
make the most of it.”
Most of the small businesses

| end that breaks the line.”

HAIRCUTS $12

cater to cowards!”

BST.

Arcata

/

MIS-DDS

the university community

*BONDING
"EMERGENCY

1, 2000

1540 G ST, ARCATA

822-5105

>,

* 822-4240

in Arcata are centered around

across from Stars

the Plaza. These businesses
include restaurants, art galler-

TEN REASONS
ARCATA NEEDS

1. NO NEW
TAXES
Arcatans have been

paying a Utility User's
Tax for four years. It

6. PUBLIC
SAFETY
Police investigation of
vandalism, thefts, bad
checks and fraud;
supervision of sex
offenders and burglars
living in our commu

has been going directly
into the City General
Fund to pay for City
Services

such

as Street

Maintenance, the Arcata House, Park Maintenance
and Public Safety. The bottom

line: IF MEASURE

‘P’ passes, your taxes will not go up!

2. FAIR TAX
Unlike Property Tax, the Utility User’s Tax is paid
for by all Arcata households, renters and
homeowners, and all Arcata businesses. This 3%
tax on utilities lets everybody tn town help pay for

nity, D.A.R.E., and
Neighborhood Watch are all existing services
supported by the Utility User’s Tax. An independent Citizens Budget Task Force has reluctantly
recommended 2 police officer layoffs and severe
cuts in these services if Measure
‘P’ fails.

7. PARK

Measure‘P’ helps maintain our neighborhood parks,
the Arcata Ball Park, and the Community Center.

the services we all use.

8. STREET

3. BENEFITS ARCATA
Unlike other taxes you pay, the Utility User’s Tax is
used in Arcata, by Arcata, and for Arcata. None of
it ends up in Washington or Sacramento.

4. REPLACES

LOST

DOLLARS

The Utility User’s Tax replaces Arcata Property
Tax dollars diverted by the State to balance its

budget. In 1977, Arcata received 38 cents for every
$100 of assessed property value. That figure has
been reduced to just 8 cents!

9. NOT

A PERMANENT

MAINTENANCE

TAX

Federal & State Gas Tax revenues have not kept up
with the cost of repairing and maintaining our
streets. Measure‘P’ provides additional City money
for street repair, and helps keep them swept and
well lit. The Citizens Budget Task force has recommended reductions in street sweeping, street
lighting and street maintenance if Measure‘P’ fails.

9. YOUTH

Let’s continue providing
these benefits to Arcata for
an average of 55.00 pe:
month, per household...

PROGRAMS

Measure ‘P’ helps fund soccer, gymnastics, summer sports camps and other recreation programs
for the youth of Arcata.

10. P is GOOD

Measure‘P’ requires that this tax ends in 4 years. If
the City still needs this money, a new measure will
have to be adopted and approved by the citizens.

MAINTENANCE

FOR ARCATA

Measure‘P’ helps make Arcata a special, caring,
small town place to live. That’s why it has the
UNANIMOUS support of the Arcata City Council
and many other organizations such as the Cham
ber of Commerce, the Downtown Business
Community, the Operating Engineers 3, and the
Arcata Police Association.

ies, craft, outdoor

equipment,

music and book stores.
Larry

Oetker,

an

associate

city planner for Arcata, said the
city wants to keep the Plaza the
same because it is a unique
place.

“We have divided the city
into nine different target areas
and are looking at each one to
plan for growth,” Oetker said.
Arcata also has a small lightindustrial park it is trying to

develop, Oetker said.
“We are closing in on the purchase of the area,” Oetker said.
“We are working with some pri-

vate individuals to set up plans
for developing the area.”
Arcata is a popular place to
live. Housing availability in the
Arcata area is low because of

the university.
More

than

100 new

housing

units are constructed each year,
but vacancy rates remain low.
Average rent in 1998 for a
three-bedroom

apartment

was

approximately $625 to $800 a
month. An average home price
in Arcata is $140,000.

Machi

said new apartment

developments

and

out-of-the-

area landlords who buy up the
homes have contributed to a
high market in housing.
At

an

Council

Oct.

18 Arcata

meeting,

City

the council

voted unanimously to apply for
first-time-homebuyer loans

from the California Department of Housing and Development.
This program will allow lowincome families to borrow
money to buy their own homes.

Arcata’s unemployment rate
is higher than the state average.
This is deceiving though because of the university. Fulltime students are not counted
as employed.
Arcata’s median income is
listed as $22,500 in the 1997 state

of the city report, which is siglosgotiar

Cindy

Sanche

nificantly
lower
than
the
county average of $29,000.
The median income is also

Mar

lett
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teNally

ovce
Nanev

losgotias
reata’.
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Smith
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deceiving because of the student factor. Students who work
part-time jobs are counted
this formula.
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Arcata
BY KimBerty

expands

Hore

“T get grants

LUMBERJACK STAFF
n the

past

the marsh

two

years

the marsh and wildlife sanctuary has
been under expansion because
of wetlands’ noticeable decrease in the past century.

Mark Andre, the deputy director of Environmental Services for the Natural Resource
Division, said, “Humboldt Bay
had 6,000 acres of salt marsh
habitat around 120 years ago
and now there is 600 acres left.”
Salt marsh habitat is specialized habitat that has been depleted all throughout Califor-

nia, he said.
“The goal is protect this area
and increase the 600 acres to 840
acres in the next couple years,”
André said.
Some land near Arcata may
become protected wetlands but
André said that he can’t speak
about it because it hasn’t been
officially decided.
An announcement will be made as
soon as it is signed, he said.

and

funds

and wildlife sanctuary

for

new marshlands. I apply for
grants whenever I can to
supplement my budget. The
hardest

part though,

is to get

Arcata Marsh and

aie lt C2 ceil

wee

willing sellers for the land. It
does not matter how much
money is available unless someone is willing to sell it to the
city,” Andre said.
The marshes and wetlands

are decreasing

because

Ae
(78 acres)

are

drained to fill the bays and estuaries, diked for agricultural
use and because of commercial
development, Andre said.
“Streams hit the bay, nutrients are recycled and the water
is filtered.
“Marshes are like sponges
that filter the water; they make

the water clean. They also provide nurseries for the fish and
habitat for other species,”
Andre said.
“The goal of maintaining and
expanding the wetlands and
marshes in Arcata is for the
environment first and fore-

most. It also is to improve the
wildlife habitat, flood control,

PHOTO BY

Dave

SeGura

The 600-acre Humboldt Bay marsh once covered 6,000 acres in 1880.
aesthetics and eco-tourism,” he
said.
Karen Kovacs, a senior biologist supervisor at the state Department of Fish and Game,
said, “Wetlaids are the most
productive habitat type. Everything is situated around them

and there has been a significant
loss of them in recent years in
California.”
The
Wetland
Protection
Policy was enacted to protect
the existing wetlands but Fish
and Game does not have regulatory authority over wetlands.

Fish and Game has limited
regulatory authority on rivers
and streams, she said.

“People have different values
when it comes to land that does
not equate sometimes. Recom-

see Marsh, next page

Napster

Exclusive
BY JENNIFER

look at the controversy from

SAVAGE

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Stealing? Swapping? Legal? Not? The
battle between the Recording Industry
Association of America and Napster,
Inc. continues.
Napster, Inc. is the company behind
the innovative software which enables
users to locate and share MP3 music

files directly from one computer to another through the Internet.
On one side of the legal issue are
Napster creator Shawn Fanning, the 45

employees

of Napster,

Inc., the esti-

mated eight million users of Napster
software and lawyer David Boies. Boies
is best known for the successful prosecution of the Justice Department’s
antitrust case against Microsoft.
On the other side is the Recording
Industry Association of America, a
trade group representing the American
music industry.
Evan Brewster, computer science
junior, has been involved with Napster
since its creation and is currently on the
Napster payroll as an independent contractor focusing on encryption, and re
search and development.
Fanning and
founder
Napster
while Fanroom
Brewster met in achat
ning was gathering information for a

other users who are prepared to share,

program he was working on. Brewster
said Fanning, whose user name was
“Napster,” started talking about “free
music with no restrictions and no advertisement. I knew it would be a big
deal, but I didn’t Know it would ex-

on a one-to-one noncommercial basis,
certain music files. Noncommercial
sharing of music among individuals is
common, legal and accepted.”
Larry Glass, owner of The Works in
Arcata and Eureka, agrees.
“T’ve been in business since 1971.
People have been swapping music as
long as I’ve been around. They did it
with reel-to-reel in the 60s and with cassettes after that.

plode.”
The June 12 lawsuit filed by the
RIAA centers around the question: Does

Napster encourage

illegal copying of

copyrighted music?
so. Its argument,

The

available

RIAA

thinks

is riding a bike '*s@lways been

at “If someone

the street,

he

decision was stayed by the 9th Circuit,
however, and Napster is still open for
consumer
use while
the lawsuit

states

be riding a bike. Or he could be

.a courier transporting pot. But

launched a ser- do you make bikes illegal?”

vice that enables
and

facilitates

asset

to

because _

the

more

people lis,..,, the more
they become in
terested. I think
(Napster) is a

Evan Brewster
computer science junior positive thing,

piracy of music
on an unprecedented scale.”
They also claim Napster hurts musicians by allowing their music to be
spread without compensation and that
CD sales have dropped because Napster
allows consumers to obtain music
tracks for free.
Napster’s
response, found at
wWww.napster.com/pressroom/
legal.html states Napster’s main pur-

pose is to “provide users with a list of

spread distribution of music that is enabled by Napster.”
In July, U.S. District Court Judge
Marilyn Hall Patel, agreeing with the
RIAA, ordered Napster to shut down

could just music business

down

sued

musical recordings.”
The RIAA counters that “generalpurpose computers are not covered by
the AHRA, so that statute imposes no
obligations on Napster and provides no
immunity for either Napster or its users.... Even if computers were covered,
the AHRA would not allow the wide-

pending a full trial on the issue. The

napster.cfm,
it

student

the

an

WWw.riaa.com/

Napster,
“be
cause Napster

HSU

not the destructive thing that the labels
and some of the artists want to say it
is.”
Napster attorney Boies is drawing
ammunition from both the Audio Home
Recording Act of 1992 and from RIAA
vs. Diamond Multimedia Sys., Inc. In
the latter case, the Court of Appeals con
firmed that the AHRA’s main purpose
was to “protect all noncommercial copying by consumers of digital and analog

progresses

on.

Regarding the litigation, Brewster
said the blame is mislaid.
“If someone is riding a bike down the
street, he could just be riding a bike. Or
he could be a courier transporting pot.
But do you make bikes illegal?”
Napster helps musicians, Brewster
said.
“What could be better advertisement
for artists than getting
their music out?
“The idea that people are not buying
CDs because they can download music
using Napster is flat out not true,” he

see Napster, next page
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Marsh—
¢ Continued from previous page

ee

Zo Sutters

mendations in the past have
been ignored by regulatory authorities and because of this
wetlands have decreased in
size; it has happened in Arcata

Mudd

Coffee Co.

and Eureka,” Kovacs said.
“There is a mitigation com-

pensation....

A new wetland

is

created if one is taken to compensate,” Kovacs said
Rich Guadagno, manager at

coffee, cappucino, chai, lattes,
mochas and blended mochas,
blended cappucino, granitas

the Humboldt
Wildlife

Refuge,

Bay

National

said,

“What

one can and can’t do is based on
existing legislation.

are stuck in the Mudd,
drive-thru Sutters!

Sutter Road

and Central Avenue,

around the bay.
“This area provides protection for them and when they

PHOTO BY JILL McAREE

McKinleyville

are diked off for agricultural

Evan Brewster works for Napster and attends HSU.

use there is a tremendous
amount of things that are lost,”
Guadagno said.
The fresh water marshes and

Napster
¢ Continued from previous page
said. “Look at sales since
Napster started (in the summer
of 1999); total sales have in-

creased quite a bit. Napster is

Open 7 Days!

a good tool for everybody,”
Brewster said.
Glass said he has a lot of customers who download files and
are still buying CDs. Napster
hasn’t hurt his business at all.
“There are four major corporations running the music industry:
Universal,
Time-

ll am - 9 pm
850 Crescent
Way °¢ Arcata

Warner,

and

Capitol,”

Glass said.
“This concentration of
power is very unhealthy for
music,” he said. The RIAA lawsuit against Napster is “an example of what happens when

Traditional Mexican Food

FISH TACOS CEVICHE
PRAWN FAJITAS
POSOLE & MENUDO
CHICKEN MOLE
CARNE ASADA
CHILE COLORADO

the’salt water marshes are both

ning the world and trying to
stifle anything they can’t make

incredibly

healthy thing,” Glass said.

We

vy

yv

If Napster does prevail, then
Fanning’s dream of free music
for everyone will expand as
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99¢ cheese slices

1504 G St., Arcata
822-6199

Natural all-cotton robes in
velour and waffle weave styles.
Generously sized, made from
long-staple cotton.

ODP

fiesta

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza
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of them,” Kovacs said.

All-Natural

Check out our on-line
specials at
www. humboldtdining.com/

») i

he
*

to protect

the existing marshes and a
huge challenge to make more

more and more people discover
Www.napster.com.

Orders To Go!
822-5820
= asd

SURE
hit

“It is a challenge

Take Sunnybrae Exit
Off Hwy. 101

J

qf

hard to say if that is possible,”
Kovacs said.
“The Humboldt Bay, San
Francisco Bay and Long Beach
marshes have all suffered from
agricultural production, just to
name a few.
“Throughout the nation, wetlands are reducing in size and
this is particularly being seen
in California,” she said.

United States.

Design

mwa

|

that

tory will be a hollow one for the
RIAA because the fast pace at
which technology is growing
makes up to date legislation impossible.
Also, the global use of the
Internet means Napster could
simply relocate outside of the

Marian Brady

te

FROM

argue

even if Napster loses, the vic-

We're now
delivering pizzas
in Arcata!
tive
tl
E

experts

Kovacs

said.
“If the dikes that are surrounding Humboldt Bay are
removed or moved back, it
would be a solution but it is

money off of ...Anything that
chips away at that power is a
Many

productive,

re

MEXICAN BEER ano
CALIFORNIA
MICROBREWS
WINE MARGARITAS

Sony

you have big corporations run-

ea

If you

“There is a large abundance
of ducks and shore birds that
are dependent on the wetlands

J

F St. ¢ Eureka
269-9560
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Monthly festival in Old Town features area art, music and food
BY Katy

LANGER

LUMBERJACK STAFF
rom 6 to 9 p.m. on the
first Saturday of every month, downtown

and Old Town Eureka are hop-

gn

|

ping with people who want to
enjoy all areas of art.
Street performers, paintings,
merchandise and sculptures
can all be enjoyed by attending
the First Saturday Night Arts
Alive!
Co-sponsored by Humboldt

Arts Council and Eureka Main
Street, this event was started
several years ago to help improve the appearance of downtown Eureka and bring in more
customers to appreciate the
artisitic talent the town has to
offer.

Charlotte T. McDonald,

ex-

ecutive director of Eureka
Main Street, said she is thrilled
with how the event has expanded over the years.
“It started with about 10 participating galleries. We are now
up to about 45 to 53 participating businesses,” she said.
In the beginning, the goal
was to establish phantom or
temporary galleries in vacant
storefronts until the buildings
were rented out. The galleries
kept moving to various storefronts as businesses moved in.
This made the empty buildings still look appealing to visi-

tors and

prospective

renters,

McDonald said.
The project was started with
a $10,000 grant from Pacific
Telesis and $5,000 from the
Humboldt Area Foundation.
The funding covered costs to
refurbish the gallery spaces.
The funding also covered such
things as publicity, insurance
and electricity.
Debbie Goodwin, executive
director of the Humboldt Arts
Council, hopes the event continues for a long time.
“This event isn’t losing energy. It should last forever. This

community

is so supportive of

the arts. This is something that
is accessible and affordable,”
she said.
Artists and businesses work

PHOTOS BY LIAM CLEMONS

Seated is a Eureka resident who calls himself, Harvey II at 321 Coffee. Behind him is art by Larry Laitman
on display for the November Arts Alive! Mark Whitman (top right), owner of F Street Garage in Arcata,
stands in front of High Horse 2000 by Billie Grace Lynn at First Street Gallery. Mike Richards (bottom
right), LSEE junior looks at Laitman’s work.
together to decide who and
what will be on display in their
galleries. They decide what
works best for them, she said.
“Venues approach artists or
artists approach them to be featured. It is generally an individual case-by-case arrangement,” Goodwin said.
The Humboldt Arts Council
will be holding its annual art
auction at Saturday’s Arts
Alive!

comfortable.

exposure

Debbie

Goodwin

Humboldt Arts Council director
A
musical
presentation
called, “A Piano Event” will
also be held.
Piano Technicians Guild and Music Teachers Association of California

will have free lessons and per-

formances Saturday.
McDonald likes the event because it isn’t as intimidatingas
some galleries can be.
“It’s incredible. It gives great
exposure and makes people feel

If a person’s first

to art is at the local

level, it is less intimidating. It
is good for the whole family,”
she said.
The event was inspired by a
phantom gallery program that
developed in Tucson, Ariz. The
Kureka event has, in turn, in
spired similar programs in
Ferndale and Arcata.
“This is really a monthly fes

see Arts, page 19
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Mark Morris returns

x

Dance group is satisfying theatrical experience

ri

ex * PLEASURE CENTER
1731 G. ST. SUITED ARCATA (707) 826-1708
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Entertainment
a View

Brew

Nov 1-Nov
of the Hill, McKinleyville
Top
www.sixriversbrewery.com

8

Microbrews and the Great Live Music

Join us for Dinner, Tasty

Live Jazz | SLUEGRASS
Co

Music 8- llpm

Music

a

The Mark Morris Dance
Group returns to the Van Duzer
Theatre Monday night at 8 for
the second time this year.
The group performed on
campus in March.
Morris will bring a company
of 16 dancers and live musicians to the stage.

“We hope to entertain and
that people will be able to see
the layers of the Mark Morris
Dance
Group,”
said June
Omura who has danced with
the company since 1988.
She said the audience can

f a

Uy

1027

ey

(eo

TOR

Euan
COMING

A

Barry Alterman
Mark Morris Dance Group general director
catch on to the music, a specific
dancer or to Morris. There are
many layers of movement and
meaning.
“It’s a satisfying theatrical
experience. For those not familiar with dance, they will enjoy
the music,” she said
The music ranges from classical to country.
After the group’s last performance at the Van Duzer, gen-

EL

SOON:

\/9 “Larry Keel Experience & Lazybones” Bluegrass

1/10 “David Nelson Band” Psychedelic Rockers

ALL CONCERTS & EVENTS ARE PRODUCED &
PROMOTED BY: EARTHSHINE PRODUCTIONS

CA

95521

_Fall Sale
Everything on Sale
Nov.

2-4

eral director Barry Alterman
said in the San Francisco Examiner, “The company enjoys
Humboldt State’s openness and
receptivity as well as its respect
for music, reports general director Barry Alterman.”
Omura said she loves coming
because she has a friend in the

area.
“It was surprising that we
could come back so soon,” she
said.
“Mark likes the look of regular humans. The dancers look

like that. It often makes people

I Street

Arcata,

WWW.Wildwood.ws |

er

“The company enjoys Humboldt State’s
openness and receptivity as well as its respect for music.”

Wildwood
Music

Uteks
aa

: PCR EE

TL Ti UUM

Royce

Dancers from the Mark Morris Dance Group perform “Grand Duo,” a mysterious piece about a future and a tribal civilization.

OILS & CREAMS

$2.50!
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822-6264

WDA

November

Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30,Sun 12-4

feel like they can run up and
dance on stage with
us,”
Omura said.
“Mark is amazing — his work
is wonderful. It’s the kind of
work that makes you think,”
she said.
The pieces are developed out
of Morris’ response to music
and aesthetics, Omura said
“He makes the music come
alive. He has a deep sense of the

see MMDG,

page 22
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Arts

WELCOME HSU STUDENTS!

* Continued from page 17
tival kind of atmosphere. It is
a good resource service for artists,’ Goodwin said.
One of the many participating venues for the November
Arts Alive! is the Eureka Inn.
Three different rooms will feature artwork.
The Rib Room Corridor Gallery will feature oils by Susan
Fox. The Mezzanine Gallery
will
have
watercolors
by
Juanita
Larson. Sculptures
by
Val Polyanin will be displayed
in the Courtyard Pool Gallery.
One of the few venues offering live music is the Indian
ape Emporium at 326 Second
. The Two Streeters will play
banjo and piano, and oils by
Victor will

Flatmo
at

be

di

will be

paint
at 216

lita
HSU is also participating.
The HSU First Street Gallery
on 422 First St. will feature
by

Billie

Grace

Lynn.

A special series
shown by M. Louise

will be
Stanley,

Goodwin

Humboldt Arts Council
director

and photographs from Klien
Land- Welt er’s new book will be
displayed.
Refreshments and special
sales celebrate with the festivities are available in most of the
merchant stores.
Some

rthe event. Randy Strom
lay acoustic and electric

sculptures

Debbie

pli Ly ‘ed.

Gabriel’s

Russell L. Davis D.D.S.

“This event isn’t losing energy. It should
last forever. This
community is so
supportive of the
arts.”’

business

Bagels,

Preventive and Restorative care

Nitrous oxide available
9501

St., Arcata
822-0525

centerarts presents —
20th anniversary season

charge

nominal
d
or
drink they are
off
hers
provide it free.
There will be 52 venues
parae
in the November
S Alive! event. Someof them
als the Truchas Galleryat
Los

Family Dentistry
20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays

Humboldt’s

Finest,

Ramone’s and Natural Selec
tion. Call the Eureka Main
Street Program at 442-9054 for
additional information
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- ize Sweet honey in the rock

YOUR LIFE.

Contact Thy Hua at 510-273-0171
or email tthyhua@cns.gov

SOON.
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826-3928

THESE PERFORMANCES SUPPORTED IN PART WITH FUNDS FROM THE CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL,
A STATE AGENCY, AND THE MATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, & FEDERAL AGENCY.
HSU 1S AN AA/EO INSTITUTION
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legends to entertain

Cowboy

ROMO

Riders in the Sky to perform its blend of country and western

COUNTY'S FAVORITE NIGHT SPOT

HUMBOLDT

OPEN MONDAY through SATURDAY
DOORS at 8:30 MUSIC at 9:30

BY Pieter

KoNINK

“We’ve played many different styles, (but)
there’s something real meaningful about
this music — we don’t have to fake it to
play it.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SUSHI TILL MIDNIGHT !!

NEW
HOURS

“A Great Band”-The Allman Brothers $5
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DUB
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HOUSE

ELECTRIC

NETWERK

| Check These Guys Out Before They Explode $6

| CLAN

DYKEN
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4TH | DJ RED AT MIDNIGHT ss
MON | FREE TANGO DANCING 8:30-9:30 |
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|LAZY

TUE
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BONES-Bluegrass

PROJECT
Hip
acid

LOGIC

$12 adv $14 door
THE

with

Groove

MOTET

Nucleus

jazz

addle
up
the
horses and mosey
on down to the Van
Duzer Theatre on Saturday as
Riders In The Sky presents its
unique blend of humor and
classic cowboy music.

ON THE PLAZA
144 9th Street

622-3751

Restaurant:

Happy Hour
6-10PH

COME SEE OUR
MARTINI MENU!

most

famous

band,

Sons of the Pioneers, was be
hind the inspiration for The
Riders’ name.
The Riders found its name in
the old country and western
standard “Ghost Riders in the
Sky,” said guitarist Ranger
Doug, ina telephone interview
from Tennessee.
He originally saw the name
on the Sons of the Pioneers al
bum “Riders in the Sky.”
of

the

Pioneers

was

a

cowboy band led by Roy Rogers,
Tim Spence
and Bob Nolan
who
did extensive radio work dur
ing the ’30s.
The Sons also made numer-

of

the

Pioneers

re-

corded many of the songs considered standards of cowboy
music, including “Tumbling
Tumbleweeds,” “Whoopie Ti Yi
Yo” and “Along the Santa Fe
Trail.”
The Riders have emulated
this approach to country and
western music, and mixed with
its lively humor, have found the
formula to enchant audiences
across the country.
Its stage show consists of a
campfire, several fake cacti and
a collection of armadillos to
help replicate the feeling of old
Hollywood westerns
Comedy is also a big part of
The Riders’ act. The members
were determined from the start
to keep its shows spontaneous
“That's what keeps it fresh
after 23 years,” Doug said.
This spontaneous and come
dic approach to its performances has also helped The
Riders get its audiences in
volved with the show
“We talk to the audience and
take questions so the audience
feels like they're part of it,”
Doug said
Riders in the Sky consists of
Doug, Woody Paul and Too
Slim, who are referred to by
their stage names.

Doug, called “The Idol of
American Youth,” by The Riders’ Web site, www.ridersin
thesky.com, leads The Riders’
vocals with lively yodeling and
rich baritone singing. He also

provides

a solid

WLEARNING
ale
= CENTER
SERVICES
* Drop-in

|

TO

ALL

Aside from being celebrated
musicians, all threeof The Riders are also highly educated.
Doug holds a master’s
degree
in literature from Vanderbilt
University, Slim has a master’s
degree in wildlife management
from the University of Michigan, and Paul has his doctorate
in theoretical plasma physics
from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

Joey, the “Cowpolka

STUDENTS

Tutoring

for GWPE,

GRE,

etc.

* Reading and Writing Assistance
* Basic Skills Review

The Alibi Crew cares about you!

* ESL
These

services

partially

suppe

tart
rted

by

A
Assoc.

iated

Riders’

Web

site.

of

Students

song”

The

of

Riders’

1992.
greatest

honors came in 1993, when the
members were inducted into
the
Western
Music
Association's Hall of Fame
“It was really gratifying be
cause we were the first really
contemporary performers in
ducted,” Doug said.
“But we're
not a museum piece.”
The band returned to the
National Cowboy Hall of Fame
see

Assistance
are

King”

accompanies the trio with his
accordion on its gigs, though he
is not a member of the band.
An accomplished musician
and producer, Joey has had a
long and illustrious career in
the music industry. He has performed with artists ranging
from U2 to Roy Rogers, accord-

One

* Small-group Tutoring
* Study Skills Workshops/ Videos
* Learning and Study Strategies
* Test Prep

jazzy

in his mastery of the fiddle.

ing western

Open Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m

FREE

and

rhythm guitar.
Slim, called “The Sharpest
Wit in the West,” keeps the
jokes flowing and the upright
bass thumping with his unique
brand of humor.
Though Paul, “King of Cowboy Fiddlers,” sings lead and
tenor vocals, his true talent lies

The Riders have also won
many awards during the course
of the band’s career. Its “First
Cowboy Song” won the Na
tional Cowboy Hall of Fame’s
Wrangler award for “outstand

(Located on the Library Circle)

eda

as

ing to The

60 Martinis!
TESITTCLIN Lo

Sons

Little Apartments, House 71* 826-5217

featuring over

Please drink responsibl

ous
film
appearances
Rogers’ movie fame grew.

mances, one at 3 p.m. and the
other at 7 p.m.
Sponsored by CenterArts,
Riders In The Sky will perform
songs from its recent release
“Woody’s Roundup: A Rootin’
Tootin’ Collection of Woody’s
Favorite Songs,” which features music from the DisneyPixar film “Toy Story 2.”
The Riders have been enteracross
taining
audiences
America
for 23 years with original melodies and covers of
country and western standards
from legends suchas Tex Ritter,
Gene Autry and Roy Rogers.

Sons

7DAYS A WEEK

Ranger Doug
Riders in the Sky guitarist

The band will give two perfor-

Rogers’

www.cafetomo.com

8 am-11 pm
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Vote Connie
*
*
*
*
*
*

E

° 21

Stewart

Arcata City Councilmember since 1996; Mayor, 1999-2000
Former Chair, KHSU Citizens’ Advisory Committee
Board member, North Coast Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Office Manager, Northcoast Environmental Center
Will work to improve Arcata's streets, sidewalks and bike lanes
Committed to protecting Arcata's creeks and open spaces

Arcata City Council, November 7
For more information or to help, call 822-8154»

3,
UD i Fi;

Paid for by the

_ Humboldt’s

Fnends of Connie

Stewart

#1 Night Club

535 5th St.
444-CLUB

¢ Eureka

+ clubwestoniine.com

Call 444-CLUB
for show

info.

Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.
Tick
Tapes,
Tapes,

locations The Works CDs &
Eureka/Arcata; Wildhorse CDs &
Garberville;
City Music,

The Metro, Arcata,
Crescent City

Fat

Headliners
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11

Castro

Bee

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

Riders in the Sky includes (clockwise from top) Woody Paul, Too Slim and
Ranger Doug with special guest, Joey, the “Cowpolka King” on accordion.
A

Riders:

Call 444-CLUB for tickets and showtimes.

Found formula to enchant audiences

* Continued from previous page
in Oklahoma City in 1996 to ac
cept two Wrangler statuettesat

the 35th Annual Western Heri
tage Awards
Besides performing around
200 live performances a year,
The Riders created and host
Riders’ Radio Theatre, a radio
program that has been broadcast by more than 170 public
and commercial stations since
1989

The band also starred in its
own Saturday morning TV se
ries for CBS, was featured on
Tumbleweed Theater for four
years on The Nashville Net
work, appeared several times
on Austin City Limits and is a
performing

member

of

the

{

has

~noer
former

been

Ranger

at +

th

the

rrr rry
Grant

1

pet

Ole Opry

Doug

THIS SATURDAY

Riders in the Sky guitarist
587 appearances at last count,
according to Slim’s biography,
“The Word from the Back of the
Heard”on the band’s Web site
Recently

The

Riders

taped

a

TV show celebrating the 75th
anniversary of the Grand Ole

Opry,

Doug

said

will
air Thanksgiving

night

on

CBS

Riders

orded
Epic

23
and

interests in other styles of mu
sic, The Riders maintain a
strong connection with classic
cowboy music
‘We've played many different
styles, (but) there’s something
real meaningful
sic

The show, called “Grand Ole
Opry
75th
\
Celebration

The

a regular

Pee Ure ae ce
eR
DJ Key in the lounge. Top 40 with club dance, hip-hop.

of it.”

Grand
Ole Opry

It

LIQUID

“We talk to the audience and take questions so the audience feels like they're part

have

albums
Rounder

also
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Choreographer is known for his variety

MMDG:
* Continued from page 18

centerarts
aU

June Omura
company dancer
The evening’s performance
concludes with “Grand Duo.” It
is a mysterious piece with music by West Coast composer Lou
Harrison.
Debra Craine said in The
London Times, “Its dark intensities spread across the stage in
four movements dripping with
expectation. The performers
are within a more enclosed individual universe, gathering
strength from their community.
A fierce energy eats up space in
a frenzied momentum which
culminates in a transcendent
moment of power.”
Omura danced with several
people in New York before joining the MMDG, but never in an
established dance group.
She was born in New York
and grew up in Alabama. She
said she came back to New York
as quickly as she could.
“As a child I always loved

The company will open with

B-Side Players

“Canonic 3/4 studies,” which is
set to waltz music, Omura said.
It experiments with canonic
forms and a lot of humor. The
performers wear black T-shirts
and white tights.
“Tt looks like we’re in a classroom,” Omura said.
The second piece, “SangFroid,” is choreographed to
Chopin. Sang-froid is French
for coldbloodedness, she said.
“T love it. It’s very serious,”
she said. “Instead of focusing
on the sweetness of Chopin’s
music, it focuses on its scariness.”
Three solos come together in
“Deck of Cards” for the night’s

HSU STUDENTS ONLY $4
Pe

“We hope to entertain and that people will
be able to see the layers of the Mark Morris Dance Group.”

social sense of community that
we have when we dance together,” she said.
Morris is also very witty, she
said. It is not that his pieces are
funny, but people laugh at serious scenes.
“They are responding to the
visual wit,” she said.

yer a

ER

ae

Ominous Seapods

JAM-ROCK WITH A PUNK EDGE
aise SL

third piece. The first is for a toy
truck, the second is Morris as
a fallen woman and the third is
a soldier, danced by a woman to
country music.

SUN DEC 3, 8PM - KATE BUCHANAN ROOM

WAILING SOULS

dancing to music,” she said.

REGGAE! REGGAE! REGGAE!
Pregnancy Testing
and Counseling,

@ 43 826-3928

w
Not Your Average Video Store ...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary hits.

400 G Street ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-1105
236 G Street ¢ Old Town

Eureka ¢ 443-8933

Birth Control
Clinics, HIV Testing,

Vasectomy and
Abortion Services

SajAjsajI] SANCUIA}Y ¢ JION WII4 e AL USI}Ug e See}UaUINDOG enbiun

Rare Imports ¢ Out of Print « Psychotronic ¢ Hard to Find DVDS

1, 2000

“Since Mark is so musical, |
get to experience that everyday,” she said.
Omura said she was struck
by Morris’ command of different movements and rhythms
during the first classes she took
with him.

She said that the techniques
are masterful and stimulating.
Omura found she could be both
challenged and entertained,
she said.
“Every dance isacompletely
different world,” Omura said.
The music speaks to Morris
in a fresh way, she said.
“T never get bored dancing
with him — everything's new.”
The MMDG was founded in
1980, and Morris has created
nearly 100 works for his group
since then.
He has also choreographed
dances for numerous ballet

companies including the San
Francisco Ballet, Paris Opera
Ballet and the American Ballet
Theatre.
In 1988, the dance group was
invited to become the national
dance company of Belgium. It
remained in Belgium for three
years before

returning

to the

United States.
During his time in Belgium,

Morris founded the White Oak
Dance Project with Mikhail
Baryshinikov.
“Since meeting Mark in 1987,

I have danced in eight of his
premieres ... he’s my friend,

H Think yer can de
aS

P| i

alec |

cf” wf Ne TAN ee

a

body?

and one of the great choreographers
of
our.
time,”
Baryshinikov said.
The MMDG
was recently
named the official dance company of the Virginia Waterfront Arts International Festival for 2000-05.

The company

Free, Confidential Family Planning Services
To Qualified Women, Men and Teens

(all for drop-in hours and appointments
Drop-in teen clinic * Tuesday and Thursday 3 — 5:30 p.m

Six Rivers
Planned
2316

Parenthood

Harrison Ave., Eureka

442-5709
www.ppeureka.com

has also com-

pleted two recent film projects
“Falling Down Stairs”, an
Emmy Award-winning collaboration with cellist Yo-Yo Ma and
a film version of Morris’ “Dido
and Aeneas.”

Tickets for Monday

night’s

performance are $25 general
and $20 for students. They can
be purchased at The Works, the
University Ticket Office and
The Metro CDs and Tapes.
For more information or
credit card orders, call CenterArts at 826-3928.

Wednesday, November
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River

Indoor Arena

struggling

Three-year-old sporting event center looks for ways
BY

KiMBERLY

GUIMARIN

LUMBERJACK STAFF

he bills are piling up;
privately
owned Mad River Indoor Arena may become a nonprofit organization to keep its
doors open.
The arena in Arcata opened
three years ago. The arena

COO

rt

aD

+

can and

capital

loans

to pay

back.

With overhead

expenses of

a oe
“Seti

more than $8,000 a month, Page
said the facility is losing rev-

ly
n-

{i-

id

Jo
t’S
‘al

he
nd
Or

Janne

Page

director of research and

development

does accommodate a

variety of sporting events on
its
professional-size
AstroTurf arena. Anyone is
welcome to participate in the
variety of leagues organized
by the arena.
“We opened in April of 1997,”
Research and Development Director Janne Page said. “Since
then it has become painfully
obvious that the lower population and the social economic
base cannot support the facilities as a private business.”
“We have excessive overhead
costs,” she said. “The warehouse is rented and we have

federal

“Ideally, we would
like to be granted
enough money to
buy the warehouse,
and pay off our federal capital loans.”

enue.
“It really wouldn't be so bad

if we could operate 12 months
a year,” Page said. “From
about March through October
we lose our clientele, they
would rather be outside prac-

ticing while they can.”
Page said there are several
benefits in becoming a nonprofit organization.
The facility would be eligible for public and private
funding, plus additional benefits of federal tax deductions
and grants.
“Ideally we would like to be
granted enough money to buy
the warehouse, and pay off our
federal capital loans.” Page
said.
“We are really optimistic
about the initial research
stages of how to become a nonprofit organization.
We also had to look at the legal side of things,” she said. “It
takes about six months from

the point where we are now to
receive notice whether it will
be possible.”
The facility has accommo-

dated soccer, flag football, lacrosse, rugby and ultimate
Frisbee games.
“Roller hockey leagues have
been showing interest too because of the professional-size
facility,” Page said. “In order
to do that we would have to
convert the field by placing
plywood and then some kind
of tile over it.”
“We could convert the floor
for a week at a time,” said
owner and manager
Mike
Harding. “We couldn’t do it for
such short times as just a day.”
Harding said to convert the
floor it would take at least half
a day to put the floor together
and a half a day to put it away
and again have the AstroTurf
surface.
The majority of the time the
arena is used for soccer teams.
“We have had a tremendous
response for the ‘Little Big
Shots,’ ages 5 and under,” Page
said. “We have teams that go all
the way up to under 16, after
that the teams are divided by
skill, not age.”
If it becomes a nonprofit organization, the special-needs

« The Lumberjack

to stay open

cluding the rugby and lacrosse clubs who practice and
scrimmage there on a yearround basis.
Harding said he along with
several students from HSU are
the referees for the games.
“This is a great place for beginners as well as the slightly
more skilled,” Harding said.
“The referees call the games

pretty tight so we keep people
from running out of control.”
Harding said he enjoys what
he does and his goal is to make
sure everyone has a good time
when they come down and
play.
For more information contact the arena at 826-7777.

WOMENS
SOCCER

groups will also be expanded.
“We

would

like to expand

our programs so that we can
accommodate everyone, including lower income families, mentally and physically
challenged, and get involved
with many youth at risk,”
Page said. “We do have a demand and we try to meet our
expectations.”
Many HSU students are involved with the facility, in-

PHOTOS BY Dave SEGURA

(Top) Mike Harding is the owner of the Mad Rive
which opened in 1997.

door Arena in Arcata,

(Bottom) Several youths play in the soccer league at

Mad River Indoor Arena. The arena is home to several sports leagues including
soccer, ultimate Frisbee, rugby, lacrosse and flag football.
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What do you think is America’s pastime and why?
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“| think it would be channel surfing, because it seems a lot of
people like to spend their extra
time watching the tube.”

LiseraL

Stupies

SENIOR

“| think America’s favorite pastime

is consuming 39 percent of the
world’s total resources.”
SHari

Kosiov

LIBERAL
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SENIOR

“Drinking beer, because that’s my
favorite pastime.’
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“Alcohol is America’s favorite pastime.”
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is not enoughl!!!!

The Lakers are on a mission to repeat

Staff Column
by Sean Meisner
Yes, another story on the
NBA season this year and why
the Lakers will win another
championship.
The NBA season started yesterday and although I think the
Lakers will win the ring again,
I think it will be tougher than
last year. There are several reasons for this, the first being the
New York Knicks.
Many teams have vamped
their lineups this year to compete with these same Lakers.
Some of the teams that have
made themselves better include
the Orlando Magic with the
signing of both Grant Hill and
Tracy
MaGrady.
Although
these are two of the best players in the league today, they
won't be enough to stop the “big
man” in the middle.
Another team that has beefed
up their roster is the Miami
Heat. The Heat acquired Eddie
Jones and Anthony Mason
from the Charlotte Hornets
along with Brian Grant from
Portland.

Jones is one of the best defensive players in the league but
with Alonzo Mourning out for
the year with kidney problems
I don’t see them going far in the
playoffs.
And once again the Portland
Trailblazers will pose the biggest threat to the Lakers from
the Western Conference. The
Blazers added Shawn Kemp
into their lineup which is already full of good forwards.

I think

that if the Blazers

were to win the championship
it would have been last season.
Scottie Pippen should know by
now that Kobe Bryant is better
than he is and that his days of
winning championships are
over.
That is unless his friend
Michael Jordan comes back
from retirement to play.
That leaves the New York
Knicks who traded their beloved center, Patrick Ewing, to
Seattle for the rights to Glen
Rice.
Rice happened to be one of
my favorite Lakers and he will
be sorely missed.
The Knicks starting lineup
will be explosive and able to

Valley West

score for the first
time in years.
This added to
their strong defense will leave
them coming up
short. I believe
they
will
go
down to the Lakers
in
seven
games.
You heard it
here first. The
seven over the

TO

I choose not to comment

Kings

is good
Sean
senior
studies

fans.

Chris

WOOD

FURNITURE -s

a
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NEXXUS * JOICO * ISO * CreW * NIOXIN
PAUL MITCHELL * BIOLAGE * ABBa
BaCK TO BaSICS * SUNGLITZ * BIOSILK
INTEFACTIVES

* SEBASTIAN

(secect items)

We have...
CanDLes
DIFFUSETS
CSsential OILS
MassaG€ OILS

—

on for fear of being sued. As
long as Shaq stays healthy the
Lakers will win it all.
Some of the surprise teams
to look for this season include
the Houston Rockets, who are
young but have an excellent
leader in Steve Francis.
Another team that I think
will turn some heads will be the
Boston Celtics. Yes, Celtic fans
this is the year we turn it
around and put that talent to
work. Rick Patino will finally
bring back the glory to a town
that has been waiting patiently
for another banner.
As for the Sacramento Kings,
I’m afraid it will be yet another
disappointing season for all
you

and

We sell...

Lakers
in
Knicks.
About the Lakers now: They
added Horace Grant giving
them the power forward they
desperately needed to compete
with Portland.
They also added Isiah Rider
which

carte—

.

y

BaTH SaLTS
BaTH & BODY OILS
SOAPS
LOTIONS

We do...
HalfCUuTS * PErMS

* COLOrs

Walk-ins welcome!
$22-5991 * Mon-Sat
Janes/Giuntoli exit, across from North Coast Inn

Humboldt Back & Neck Pain Center |
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

1781 Central Avenue, Suite C + McKinleyville

Webber

but he needs a lot help
Meisner isa journalism
and Native American
minor.

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted * Painless Payment Plans
~
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Visit our website at: www.humboldtbackdocs.com
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breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

we

! * * ——_ *international vegetarian cuisine*
4

10% to 50% off
November 3rd through 19th
Waren

GulARSARAce
HOURS:

MON-SAT

10-6 & SUN

12-5

+ 813

HSTREET

ARCATA

8220312

Mon - Sat +8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun*9a.m.- 1 p.m.

*fresh organic bread
& pastries baked daily*
*local organic coffee & espresso*

located on the corner of

16th & G Streets * Arcata
822-0360
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Volleyball

of the Week
HSU’s Top Performer

Football

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings

Columbia Football
Association Standings

Conf. Overall
Seattle Pacific

15-0

20-3

Western Washington

2-1

6-2

Western Washington

138-2

21-7

Central Washington

2-1

4-4

Central Washington

10-5

12-13

Western Oregon

1-1

0-4

Northwest Nazarene

9-7

18-10

HSU

1-1

4-5

Saint Martin’s

6-9

7-13

Simon Fraser

0-2

1-7

Western Oregon

9-10

7-14

HSU

1-14

1-21

» 0-16

4-21

Men’s

soccer

Seattle
Kyce
Sophomore

and scored

Lucas

running back Kyle Lucas rushed for 105 yards

a touchdown

in the ‘Jacks 37-10 victory over

Lenoir Rhyne Saturday. Lucas replaced Mitch Jones who was
out with an injury. Lucas was also named the Columbia Foot-

Women’s

soccer

Pacific West Conference

Pacific West

West Division Standings

West Division Standings

Conf.

Overall

Seattle

9-2-0

16-3-0

W. Washington

6-2-1]

7-8-2

C. Washington

5-4-1]

10-6-1

0-4-1

6-10-1

ball Association offense player of the week.

@eamsaaap

Conf. Overall

HSU

Conference
Conf.

Overall

Seattle Pacific

5-1-0

11-4-1

Seattle

5-1-0

9-9-]

4-1-0

11-4-2

Hawaii Pacific

4-1-0

9-2-1

HSU

Thursday — November 2

Western Oregon

4-5-0

9-8-0

W. Washington

2-3-0

7-8-0

¢ Volleyball vs. Northwest Nazarene
East Gym
7 p.m.

Hawaii Pacific

3-4-0

10-6-0

MSU- Billings

1-4-0

2-15-0

N.W.

2-7-1

4-11-2

BYU- Hawaii

1-4-0

2-11-0

0-6-0

3-13-0

N.W.

0-6-0

1-17-1

Nazarene

MSU- Billings

Friday — November 3
¢ Cross Country at West Regionals
Chino
10 a.m.

¢ Women’s Soccer vs. Western Washington
HSU soccer field

2 p.m.

« Men’s Basketball vs. Race Express
East Gym
7 p.m.

Saturday — November 4
- Men’s Soccer vs. BYU- Hawaii
Laie, Hawaii

3 p.m.

¢ Football vs. Western Washington
Bellingham, Wash.
1 p.m.
¢ Volleyball vs. Seattle University
East Gym
7 p.m.

Monday — November 6
« Men’s

Soccer vs. Hawaii Pacific

Honolulu

Nazarene

AIll- Academic

HSU
Name

Team
Hometown

Major

Volleyball Team:
1.Hanna Mounce

Wildlife

2.Joella Schiepan

Business

3.Kandis Burton

Marine Biology

4.Keri

Kinesiology

Eichenberger

Women’s

3.46

Chicago Park

3.43

Boise,

3.40

Ontario

3.26

Los Angeles

Idaho

Soccer Team:

1.Chris Lewis

Art

3.68

San Diego

2.Corrina Becker

Art

3.64

Eugene, Ore.

3.Stacie Lyans

Journalism

3.63

La Crescenta

4.Gabby Ahmadia

Undeclared

3.56

So. Hilo, Hawaii

5.Marsha Texeria

Liberal Studies

3.39

Santa

3.26

Riverside

Undeclared

3.63

Fieldbrook

Psychology

3.24

Corvallis, Ore.

Men’s
1.Masun
2.Josh

Soccer

Team:

Denison

Hamilton

5 p.m.
Members

Rosa

meeting a minimum

3.2 GPA were selected from the PacWest

conference

Wednesday,

November
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Gore

should

tion to big corporate contributors, Gore

pulling
all the stops for

Gore, pleading with a
©
doubtful electorate to
worry only about the short-term pros
pect of a Bush presidency
not the long
term benefits of establishing a strong,
ores
Green Party in America.
idly, all the Democrats seem capable
of ¢deine is proclaiming that the envi
ronment will be destr« ved and that the
Supreme Court will be instantly trans
med into a hovel of right-wing
mo!
alism if Bush’sca ndidacy is take
VE
wicked Naderites eatin
Gore’s “
upport
ehtful”
LaSt
Cl! ne I chec ‘ked, candidates
were
Supposed to earn our vote, not declare
that we owe it to them despite what they
Say or do. Nader continues to receive
broad popular support and tens of thou
sands of people are paying up to S20 to
hear him speak at packed convention
centers across the country. This is a true
testament to his candidacy. Indeed, the
heavy-handed claim by Democrats that
Greens are ruining Gore’s chances could
just as well be stated in the reverse: Gore
is spoiling the election for Nader.
ee
Gore's
sincerity and occasional truth-telling

trade

needs
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creative
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property,

the

unl

should own the rights
partial right s. If a student

y through researchand — versity
or

could

use unitudents
resources to produce

intellectual

discove}

ownership

Lumberjack’s
Aaron G. Lehmer, The
Opinio n editor is a graduate student in
globalization

who

used

sity resources do not create or
determine the viability of a
project, but rather the indi

lab equipment

or

this

produces

student

vidual

Gore’s

role in placing
limits on court appeals
‘f
tively denying citizens
their due
process. Their platform
offers
$14 billion
in state grants for prisons, which ace
largely overflowing with victims of the
cruel, yet bipartisan “war on drugs.”
On this and many other issues, Nader
has stood for justice, creativity, integrity
and democracy of, by and for the people
not for wealthy special interests.
It's not easy to take a stand for real
change. There are serious risks in
volved. But the time to begin to work for
such change through an outside politi
cal force is now at hand. Vote Nader.

unin

computers to develop and conceive ideas inflicts little harm

and

the environment

property
visibility of the campus and
cause the “best and brightest”

— to take noticeof such work.
In reality, the university will
probably not come after your
but they
senior thesis or project,
could

if

were

there

a financial

incentive. Currently, we have
value. One hundred students
many departments and admin
the equipment before
coulduse
she does, but it would be her _ istrative personnel that are stu
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students’ legal status, we are
not employees of the univerfrom
sity and thus are excluded
any “work for hire” or em
ployee-employer relationships

no
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ty diminishes
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property

possesses

have

we

incentive to produce our best
However, to get good
work.
and to graduate, sturades
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to generate projects. In fact
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The Democrats’
platform
also calls
for greatly
expanded military
funding and $60
billion-plus
for the
ill-conceived “Star
Wars” missile defense
system.
Needless
to say, Bush promises
the same.
Nader, however, wants to scale back
our military in conformity with the re
alities of a post-Cold War world.
Democrats
also boast that Clinton and
Gore have “expanded the death penalty
for 60 crimes,” brag about ae
afed

intellectual

y,prothe university
tual propert
motes research and creative ac

col

erio
because

the

not paid by the

u

to

¢ www.thejack.org

sured, now at a staggering
16 million
(10 million more
fantasy
to rest:
\\,
than when Clinton-Gore
Consistent
with
the
\
entered office). Bush, of
party’s rightward lurch in
Progressiviews
course, supports the same
recent years, the Demo
by
Aaron
6.
Lehmer
policies and neither men
crats’ platform is bursting
with smug disregardof
tonce were
tions the nation’s ballooning corporate
welfare subsidies which vastly exceed
its core constituencies: working people;
federal assistance
payments to families.
peopleof color; the poor; and peace, jus
Nader, by contrast, supports an infla
tice and environmental activists
Gore’s
role
tion-tied living wage of at least $9 an
The pialtorm proudly touts
hour, free education through the college
in brokering “more than 200 trade agree
level and universal health coverage. He’s
including NAFTA and GATT,”
ments,
also committed to ending corporate welwhich placed worker, health and safety
fare and redirecting such spending toand environmental rulesat risk by allow
ward environmental restoration, renewing unelected global bureaucrats to
able energy research and investments 1n
strike them down as “unfair barriers to
]
‘
trade.” Bush loves
our public education system
this
idea1
too

property
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corrup

bers

hand,are

deal

copyrights?
Both instances are all about
intellectual property and stop
pl ng someone else from taking
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antage of those righ
your
lent, you do not own
—the unl
llectual property
sity does and is in the p
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tion to take advantage of
intellectual
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certain projects or to
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related specifically to China’s —
lack of protectionof patent and
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look
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Metallica

China-U.S.

judi

like that of faculty.
Faculty are paid employees o

getting pissed off because they
were losing money? Do you re
member that one of the hangon the

— to oppose
the mounting

tion
of the Democrats and Re publics ins
But what of the claim that there’s a
“world of difference” be
tween Bush and Gore? A

students’

remember
o you
Napster? Do you re

ups

voters!

consistent devo

Support
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Nader, on the other hand, would renegotiate these agreements to improve
working conditions and strengthen
democratic environmental protections.
Another badge of honor the Democrats
highlight in their latest tract is their dismantlement of the federal welfare program, upon which millions of families
relied for day-to-day existence. Yes, count
less have been forced off the dreaded welfare rolls, but only by throwing women
into ill-paid and unstable jobs while denying them the education and support
they need to truly improve themselves.
The result has been more
homelessness, rising child
poverty
and swelling num

just can’t seem to bring himself to drop
out of the election.
Worse still is the fact that both major
parties not only prevented Nader from
participating in the debates, they even instructed area law enforcement to block
Nader from attending. This is nothing
less than political abuse of po! ice author
ity, some ‘thing that should be enough to
inspire fed-up voters
| frequent non

didate, party bosses are

member

« The Lumberjack ¢ www.thejack.org

stop spoiling the election for Nader

Ina pathetic attempt
by the Democrats to
scare pro-Nader voters
into backing their can-

about his apps ‘ling, yet

Opinion”

1, 2000
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well into the future. Sup
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government
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keep
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know
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© your works
Michael Bezanson, a political
science senior isan HSU
Califor
nia State Student Assoctation
representative.
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Ralph
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Nader

alph Nader and Winona

fails, a citizen’s

Party bid for the White

House is already shaking up the two-party establishment. Just as
the contest between Gore and Bush turns into more of a popularity contest than a substantive debate, this feisty duo has begun to command
their attention and is raising important issues like universal health care, a
living wage, environmental sustainability and the need to rescue politics
from the clutches of special interests.
Nader’s experience spans decades of work pushing for consumer safety, green
legislation and government accountability. And while Gore supporters rightly
fear that Nader may draw enough votes to assist Bush’s candidacy, the fact

remains that both major parties now owe hundreds of millions of dollars in
legislative favors to the very special interests they vow to take on.

It’s time to support a genuine independent alternative and help the Green
Party achieve the 5 percent it needs in this election year to earn federal match-

ing funds to compete on a more even playing field with the majors in 2004.

Benjamin for Senate, Thompson

for

U.S. Rep, Strom-Martin for Assembly
he ’Jack is backing Green Medea Benjamin, founding director of
the San Francisco-based human rights organization Global Exchange, in the race for U.S. Senate. Benjamin wants to raise the

wage, invest more money

in schools instead of prisons, reform

campaign finance and provide universal health care. None of her opponents
are paying sufficient attention to these issues and incumbent Dianne
Feinstein’s integrity has been tarnished for pushing the Headwaters Forest
agreement. An agreement that saved only a small fraction of the grove ata

cost of hundreds of millions of dollars to taxpayers.
In the race for U.S. representative in the Ist District, incumbent Mike Thompson was picked to serve another term. A self-described moderate Democrat, Thompson is a Northern California native and former small vineyard
owner who rose through the ranks of state government before moving on to
the U.S. Congress. Over the past two years he has shown admirable concern for
such issues as education, health care, the environment and military retention.
Incumbent Virgina Strom-Martin was picked to continue serving as the
Ist District’s State Assembly member. Strom-Martin’s family has lived on
the North Coast for five generations and she was an elementary school
teacher for 24 years before entering politics. Her core issues are education,
the environment and economic development. Her devotion to these issues
has been recognized by numerous organizations, such as the California
School Board Association,
which named her Assemblymember
and the California Parks and Recreation Society.

Arcata

« The Lumberjack

of the Year,

group

has

ith three spots open on the Arcata City Council, The ‘Jack tips
its hat to incumbents Bob Ornelas and Connie Stewart for their
progressive and innovative leadership. Their stewardship of the
Marsh, first-time homebuyer’s program and medical marijuana or-

Arcata
dinance have greatly benefited the community.
Among the new candidates, Dwain Goforth stands out as someone willing
and able to work with the Council and to push for more open government.

getters
es

happen in Arcata.

recom-

mended cutting $7,560 from City Attorney Nancy Diamond’s budget. How can
Ms. Diamond’s analysis then be deemed

“impartial”?

Plan, they protected agricultural land
and natural resources and put tough lim-

bad business. If City Hall plugs these and

fund-raisers for the Annie & Mary RailTrail, AIDS research and other causes.
We can’t do better than Bob and
Connie.

other budget leaks, the city’s exorbitant
copying costs, for instance, Measure P
may not be necessary. Most Arcata residents don’t know Arcata pays from 10
cents to $21.05 per copy, considerably
higher than the going rate for industry!
The executive director of the Chamber of Commerce urges voters to support the measure. I personally object to
ANY public funding for the chamber.
Why should necessities be taxed to fund

a private organization? Arcata should
clean up its Web page if it wants to at
tract visitors and business.
Let’s wait and see on Measure P. Help
the new City Council cut waste and
fraud. The measure can be put on a future ballot if it is truly needed.
Kevin Hoover
publisher, Arcata

Eye

Stewart and Ornelas
Connie Stewart and Bob Ornelas are
the best candidates for City Council. I

urge Arcatans to vote to re-elect them
on Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Connie and Bob represent progressive, environmentalist values, and they

its on suburban sprawl.
Bob and Connie are both outstanding

citizens as well. Connie is an organizer
and leader around environmental issues throughout the Pacific Northwest.

She’s on the board of Big Sisters-Big
Brothers and she volunteers to do landscaping on the plaza.
Bob has pioneered recycling methods
for manufacturing businesses. He
raised money and did manual labor on

the skateboard park, and he organizes

Jim Hight
Arcata resident

Bush would help public
education, workers
This letter is response to the article “Al
Gore: A true liberal with a green agenda”
in the Oct.

25 issue

of

The

front about

There

Al being a liberal.

is no evidence that the current

Supreme

Court

has

ever

who

Secret Agents

- Guest columns, cartoons, and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the
writers, not necessarily those of The Lumberjack or its staff writers. The
or guest cartoons. Writ
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Hall East 6, Arcata, CA 95521; E-mail: thejack@ humboldt.edu.

“unjustly

without regard to fact” refused to stay an
execution. The road to the death of a convicted person is long and deliberate (and
Al says he supports the death penalty).
The two ladies highlight government
financial aid for college and then say
that Gov. Bush would take money away
for vouchers. The governor would
do for
public education what Anne and Aimee
are already enjoying in their higher
education.

by
Those

Lumberjack

Anne and Aimee were off base on many
of their comments. At least they were up

MOSES & JOAN

- Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.
- The Lumberjack editorials are written based on the majority opinion of the
newspaper’s editorial board.

jack, Nelson

oe @

Arcata admits paying $64,500 in contract change orders on the 14th Street
closure. Contrary to law, these change orders were for earth moving from the community center and elsewhere to Sun Valley Bulb Farms. None of this extensive
“hauling”
was for 14th Street.
The contractor at 14th Street failed to
install portable toilets as required by
law. He failed to wash down the streets,
also specified in the city’s contract.
Paying contractors without monitoring contract compliance and on the basis of one city employee’s signature is

Statement of Policies

she

sen

In the last four
years, they’ve created a beautiful new
community center and acquired wetlands and pastures for conservation and
flood control. In amending the General

for Arcata City Council

Goforth, Stewart and Ornelas are
the best bets for Arcata City Council

&

know how to work
within the system to
make good things

Why was no ballot argument against
Measure P submitted? If the measure

a true alternative
LaDuke’s Green

P —

should cut waste first

for president — it’s

to support

minimum

November 1, 2000
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Letters: Election talk and child care
* Continued from previous page

People choose

what college

they want to attend then the government helps them pay for it.

Vouchers work similarly. People
choose what school to send their
children to and the government

those in failing inner city
schools where, under the current system, those of limited re-

OaQ

sources are literally trapped in
inferior schools. Those who oppose

7

We
'

eS

helps them to pay for it.
This would especially help

ents are too stupid to choose ac-

‘Al
a”
‘k

ny
Ip

vouchers

imply

nt

Tom Graves
HSU history alumnus

or

Onind

ent

say
Vay

for
nee

ner

Machi

’9]

doesn’t

seem to cooperate
Elected officials should listen
to all sides before making
decisions, but some expect women
officials to remain indecisive,
taking their lead from the loud
est, most
persistent
men
Arcata had one councilwoman
who
filled
the
expected
woman’s role and one who was
an independent thinker.
I believe some found Connie
Stewart's independence galling
because she is both a strong
woman and black. I don’t know
Michael Machi’s motivation for

Denying child care

is discrimination

population would
be denied the
chance to improve themselves.
If there were not child care at
HSU, parents would be discrimi
nated against. Child care has
nothing to do with chivalry, as
Ms. Bond seems to believe. On
the contrary, child care gives in
dependent thinking, intellectu
ally gifted mothers and fathers
options about what to do with
their kids while they are in class.
I have never seen a child dis
rupt a learning environment in
my three years at HSU. In addi
tion, children seeing their par
ents in college can influence
decision

to go.

Ms. Bond’s letter shows ex
treme ignorance. Deciding to
finish college before having chil
dren is admirable. But people
who undertake the responsibil
ity of

being

parents

are

just

as

tion

he’s elected.

rather than
council.

nity
easy.

for

we

should
be denied

consensus with the
issues

of

need

our

compromises

council

that

are
dis
to

sup

botany

Todd

Brown
senior

and

Stephens

environmental

(Green)

[Board Tally: 7 Nader - 6 Gore - 2 abstentions]

United States Senator

Medea

Benjamin

(Green)

[Board Tally: 5 Benjamin - 4 Lightfoot - 3 Feinstein

Mike Thompson
5 Thompson

(Democrat)

- 3 Elizondo - 3 Rossi

1 Kreier - 3 abstentions]

Member of Calif. State Assembly

Virginia Strom-Martin (Democrat)

to anyone

Nonpartisan Offices (see editorials at left for more information)
Arcata City Council

Dwain

Goforth,

Bob Ornelas, Connie

Stewart

[Board Tally (voting up to 3 members): 10 Ornelas - 8 Goforth
8 Stewart - 5 abstentions (non-Arcata residents)}

State Propositions and City Measures

(Tally Legend: Yes-No-Abstentions)

Proposition 32: Veterans’ Bond Act

YES

This act provides low-interest tarm and home

loans to our deserving

[Board Tally: 10 - 4 - 1]

veteran population.

Proposition 33: Legislature Retirement Benefits

NO [Board Tally: 1 - 14 - 0]

With their $99,000 per year salaries, our state legislators aren't in need of additional benefits.

Proposition 34: Campaign

Finance Initiative

NO [Board Tally: 0 - 15 - 0]

This phony campaign finance initiative actually raises donor limits and enacts no soft-money limits.

Proposition

35: Public Works, Private Contractors

YES

[Board Tally:

11 - 3 - 1]

This amendment allows private engineering and architectural firms to compete with CalTrans for
highway construction contracts. While it omits certain contract requirements, this is a sensible idea.

Proposition 36: Drug Treatment, Probation Initiative

YES

[Board Tally: 13 - 2 - 0]

This initiative requires drug treatment and probation for nonviolent drug offenders instead of jail

Proposition 37: Industry Fees, 2/3 Voter Approval

NO [Board Tally: 0 - 15 - 0]

Backed by big oil and tobacco, this initiative would make it much harder for voters to pass fees and
taxes on polluting or harmful activities. Industry should bear the costs of its misdeeds, not the public

Proposition 38: Private School Vouchers

NO

[Board Tally: 0 - 13 - 2]

While school competition and choice are good ideas, they shouldn't drain funding from public schools

Proposition 39: School

Facilities, 55 % Voter Approval

YES

[Board Tally:

14 - 0 - 1]

This initiative drops the 2/3 requirement to 55 percent for voter-approved school construction bonds

Arcata Measure
This measure

Want more

THE

P: 3% Utility Tax Renewal

would renew

a 3 percent

information?

LUMBERJACK’S

The

Lumberjack

YES

utility tax for funding vital park, police and recreation services

Visit the nonpartisan

ENDORSEMENT

editorial

[Board Tally: 8 - 2 - 5]

board

PROCESS

voted

on

Democracy

Net at www.dnet.org

EXPLAINED:

whether

or

not

we

should

endorse

candidates

and issues. A majority favored endorsements
Then propositions and candidates were assigned to each board member. There was no
“picking” — the Opinion editor made the assignments.
Some researched what critics had to say about a proposition or a candidate, while others
researched what
supporters had to say. We also examined the candidates’ platforms. Then
inguments

Rebecca

commu

consensus, decisions
When the community

agrees,

work

On

consensus

LaDuke

[Board Tally: 11 Strom-Martin - 3 Gilleo - 1 abstention]

In an ideal world, we are all
whisked away by knights and
princesses. But unlike Ms.
Heather Bond, Iam not that idealistic. Life happens. Everyone
writes one’s own story and
sometimes
college and children
do not happen in that order.
By removing child care from
HSU, a large portion of the

their

Nader and Winona

[Board Tally:

and seek community

for attack dur

ing the Recycling
Center debate,
but I worry about whether he
can work with her respectfully
if

Ralph

United States Representative

Machi says he is the only can
didate
who will listen
to all sides

her out

President and Vice President

1 Camahort - 1 Campbell - 1 abstention]

Barbara Goldberg
English department
faculty member

admirable. They have just as
much aright to a bachelor’s de
gree as the childless.
Associated Students pro
vided $21,714 for the Children’s
Center last year (less than $3
per student). The Children’s
Center provided service to 82
students’ children last year. Re
production is as much an expe
rience as college. Neither op

singling

Partisan Offices (see editorials at left for more information)

that par-

ceptable education for their beloved children and that only
government school officials
should decide.
They
also
mention
Al's
“friggin’ book” where Mr. Gore
argues for substantial taxes on
gasoline and other energy. A
burden that would fall massively
on poor and working people.
Throughout the article they
feel it necessary to use the derogatory nickname “Dubz” to
refer to Gov. Bush. That is
somewhere between third and
fifth grade behavior. Have a
little respect for this popular
governor of a populous state
that holds sincerely to a viewpoint that is different from the
view that you sincerely hold.
Celebrate diversity.

an

port the vision of Arcata as a
place we want to live.
Part of that vision was the
realization of the Indian Health
Center which Machi opposed. If
he doesn’t listen to the people or
intend to cooperate with council members to make the tough
decisions, why give him four
years in office trying to put
Connie Stewart in her place?
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack is not responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.housing101.net — Your move off
campus! Search for apartments. Free
roommate sublet listings.

USED

2BD, 1BTH APARTMENT, downtown
Arcata location, away from traffic, includes deck, onsite laundry and extras.

145 Freestyle Gordon
Smith
snowboard with K2 bindings, $180.
Excellent conditions, no major

$635 monthly, $835 deposit. Water/gar-

scratches on base. Huge stomp pad.

bage paid. 442-3434, ext. 0

Bindings quick and reliable. A perfect
board fro the upcoming winter season!
Call Nico at 826-7787.

AU

Le

Te Ema

SALE

Le

XANTE LARGE FORMAT PRINTER:

BrewJava.com
FRAMED. DELIVERED. CHEAP.

skate-

ARE YOU CONNECTED? Internet
users wanted! $25-$75 per hour.
www.Jumponthetrain.com
YOUTH BASKETBALL LEAGUE:
January 8 — March 17, 2001. Gym supervisor: $6.21 — 7.55/hr. Referee: $7
— 10/hr. Scorekeeper: $5.75 — 6.34/hr.
Job application available at the Arcata
Recreation Division, Arcata City Hall.
Deadline: 5 p.m. Nov. 17, 2000. Call
822-7091 for more information.

A

FOR

Run up your parent's credit
card on stuff that will make

surfboards,

boards. Buy and sell. North Coast
Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044.
Since 1973.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

wetsuits,

1200 dpi resolution, includes 11x17

tray and extra toner cartridge. $600.
Contact Pam at 826-3259.

LADIES SILVER RING: my mother’s,

FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS earn

gray stone with clear stones. Lost at

$1,000 — $2,000 this quarter with the

Redwood

easy Campusfundraiser.com three-hour
fundraising event. No sales required
Fundraising dates filling quickly, call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Park.

Reward.

Picnic in the

445-0808.

LOST 10/24: Black CD case with about
15-20 CDs. Lost near Art Room 25 or

the library. Generous reward! Please
call (530) 629-2072.

CLASSIFIEDS
707.826.3259

[stitute for

experience through Work-Study!

Study of
130 Nelson

Hall West,

826-3341

oy

www humboldt.edu/~career
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Active Listening and Effective * Communication * Negotiation Issues

Available

TWO REAL THING...
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eee

ALANS

CONTACTING ISADR:
707.826.4750

i

REDWOOD

a9 SM OSM NSH ARIA

Types of Negotiation * Identifying Issues and Interests
Mediation Issues * Process Design and Analysis
Drafting Effective Agreements * Ethics and Best Practices for
Mediators andFacilitators * Intercultural Communication
Simulation Opportunities

mC

INFORMATIVE THAN

S

ISADR’s Mediator
Certificate Program offers
extensive and professional
training which reflects the
guidelines, qualifications,
and standards of practice
created by the Society for
Professionals in Dispute
Resolution.

January 8-12, 2001

poe

| TENGE RN

~

culture of cooperation and
enables participants to
handle their disputes more
efficiently in terms
of both time and money.

Alternative Dispute Resolution

iitresi1000 EES

70
-37
822
Street,
Arcata

9

5778.

COURSE I: Introduction to

AUTOMOTIVE wipers
J

Band Productions for details. 707-733-

Windshield Wiper Special

SAREDWOOD
513

RECORDING DEAL! Two days of recording for the price of one. Call Big

WHAT WE OFFER

Opportunity Student Service

APPROPRIATE

potential for the right person. College
and/or management experience required. District Manager 263-9603.

processes promote a

on

how you can gain career-related work

UNIVERSITY

INSURANCE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: We train you to become an agent

The Institute for Study of
Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ISADR) was
founded with the
philosophy that alternative
dispute resolution (ADR)

State Work-Study!

HUMBOLDT STATE
Career Center

OPPORTUNITIES

WHO WE ARE

If you applied for Financial Aid and are a
California Resident, you may be eligible for

information

HELP US REDUCE WASTE! If you
are receiving The Lumberjack in the
mail and would like NOT to, please call
Pam at 826-3259. Thanks!

~

FOR A PART-TIME JOB?

Visit the Career Center for more

APPLE MACINTOSH!! Users group.
We meet monthly for interesting Mac
discussion and problem solving. Join
us! Nov. 14, 6 p.m. at Luzmilla’a, Arcata.
Details: www.northcoast.com/~smug

with Farmer's Insurance. High earnings

Humboldt State University Career Center
LOOKING

Park during

NOTICE

SSR

AUTOMOTIVE'S
AEE ; SALES

PLEADS

MALES

SLA BOBS

quality

friendly

BELO is ARERR

AB

AOA AR

seis

LIE

isadr@axe.humboldt.edu *« www.humboldt.edu/-isadr
+ Please visit our website for more extensive information about our program
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Concert
Redwood Yogurt
Student
The HSU music faculty artThursday
Open mike,
Environmental
roup.
Mac
Join
cata.
smug

ist series
i

Wednesday

f you

n the
$e Call

Workshop

concert

begins

the Fulkerson

CCAT presents:-a basket
weaving workshop. The
workshop starts at 3 p.m. at
CCAT, Buck House 97.

Tickets

HSU

7-733-

—

at 8 p.m.

Call 826-3928.

The

Sociological

Society

is

holding an open forum on
poltics. The forum is in the
Goodwin

Forum

and starts

at 4 p.m. Call 822-2168.

Cr

HSU

Museum

sents a Gala fund-raiser
the View Room

History

Black

presents

“Hooray

8 p.m.

nd

Grill in Arcata from 6 to 10
p.m. The event will feature a

ore

live auction of art, a silent

for Honey Bees.” Children
will make beeswax candles,

Thursday

learn how bees make honey

p.m., free

and more.

Friday

The event starts

and

classical

Admission

music.

is $15. Call 825-

6723.

Blood
The

Drive

Northern

Community

California

Blood

Bank

will be in the U.C. Quad from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Issues

for

Middle

Dance

Club

Gypsy,

a tribal

Ultra

belly dance

Pat

film

and

Chavez,

Arcata

High

Nucleus (jazz),

8 p.m., free
Mbira

11 a.m.,

free

The

Parsley

— The Miracle Or-

Thursday

—
—

$6

Kate

ters” will be performed

Saturday

Jill

to-

Parker, troupe director, will

night and Friday. “Dry Lips

Monday

teach

a workshop

Oughta

from

belly

dancing

in tribal

and

Move

to

Kapus-

rock/jazz),

Women’s
House

Nucleus

— Clan Dyken,
Tango

$8

55 (MultiCultural

—

Project

Nelson Hall East Room

116.

Asian Student
Alliance
Meets Mondays

at 5:30 p.m.

in Nelson

East

Room

AA
Meets

Fridays

Harry

Griffith

Hail

226, Saturdays at 11 p.m.

in

niors and

7673.

825-

free to HSU

dents. Call 826-3928.

stu-

(Call

822-4100

details.)

for

Sundays

Harry
226.

0611.

Greens

Nelson

at 5 p.m. in

Hall East Room

119.

Come watch “Green Videos”

every Thursday in Science B
133 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.

Send event listings to
Mark Buckley c/o The
Lumberjack or e-mail at

Office on the 2nd floor of

Call

drumming.

University Center. Call 822-

Room

rhythms

and

the

ing Office or at the Clubs

and

Eastern

of

in

at 7 p.m.

$14 at the door.

Middle

Lounge

the Lumberjack Advertis-

non-HSU

rogram

South

at 5 p.m. in

forms available outside

Natural Resources Room 201

se-

the

Thursdays

There are event listing

Higher Power
Group

Logic, $12 advance,

and

Sister City Club

mab36@humboldt.edu.

Tickets are $6 general, $3.50
students

Center). Call 269-0517.

Room

will teach
adr

55 (MultiCultural

Meets Thursdays

Union

Meets Wednesdays at noon in

Hall

Stu-

dent Association

Campus

Thursday

in

Transgender

Meets

Center

Center).

dancing

8:30 to 9:30 p.m., free.

Tuesday

Bisexual and

House

Roberson, musical director,

a workshop

Saturday.

and

Lesbian,

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in

Meets Tuesdays at 3 p.m. in

Deep Groove

Tobias

and

available

115.

Kapuskasing.” “The Rez Sis-

Room.

at 5 p.m.

Meets Wednesdays at 2 p.m.

Society (House), $3

event starts at 8 p.m. in the
Buchanan

Gay,

Corps

Student

Netwerk Electric (acid jazz),

to

CCAT

Force

the Y.E.S. House.

International

Lips

Move

of

Task

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in

at the CCAT, Buck House 97.

(music

Zimbabwe),

(groove

in Arcata.

Oceanographic
Society

in the South Lounge.

Admission

Oughta

Wednesday

Lobby

Tuesday

Center

Environ-

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in

Campus Center
for Appropriate
Technology

8 p.m., free

Friday

the

Northcoast

— Tubesteak Jones

every Friday at noon.

“The Rez Sisters” and “Dry

and

the

Natural Resources Room 118.

8

troupe from San Francisco.
is $4

Green Party of
Humboldt County

Campus

— Mr. Lunch (jazz),

Tonight

presents

Compost

Friday

Sunday

Hall

Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at

Tours

Saturday

Nelson

Sustainable

$5

dance

from 8 to 11

Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m., free

from

of

folk), 8

Café Tomo

of theater,

members

(Call 839-7580 for details.)

Project (jazz), 8 p.m., free

The department

106 at 5:30 p.m.

Call 839-2371.

Meets

Thursday

Plays

East Room

dinner

(groove rock), 8 p.m.

p.m., free

97.

in

8 p.m.

Waters

Tonight

CCAT
presents a drop
spindle workshop where
participants will explore
several styles of yarn making using different materials. The workshop begins at
2 p.m. at CCAT, Buck House

Tuesdays

Michael

Muddy

Workshop

Brewery

mental

McLaren, 2 p.m., free

No events listed.

Program

Mountain Boys (bluegrass),
Friday

Chubritza

Sunday

Eastern

presents

—

(Eastern European
p.m., free

chestra
HSU

Puddle

Saturday

Ongoing
The

Mudd

Recycling

for details.)
Smooth

Music

CCAT,

Learn to reduce waste, have
fun and get involved. Meets

p.m., free
Thursday

mike, 8

behind

Buck House 97.

Club Triangle,

with

Spank.

Pink

— Open

(jazz), 8 p.m., free

monday

jazz

Grounds

ages 4 and 5 and

12:30 p.m.

Tonight-

Automatic

Sacred

—

(Call 444-CLUB

Strawberry

at 10:30 a.m. for children

auction of art, goods and services

and

Sunday

yurt

Campus

Party, 9 p.m.
9 p.m.

Pub

—

in the

— Liquid DJ Dance

Six Rivers

Crown

in

of the Plaza

Mokka

8:30 p.m., free

Natural

The Sunny Brae-Arcata
Neighborhood Alliance pre-

the

Café

Thursday

for children ages 6 to 8. The
fee is $9 per child.

Event

Friday

Pat and Tami

Friday — Dugan and Ewell,
mel

The

Event

—

Coalition

Meets Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.

Club West

(blues and rock), 7 p.m., free

students and seniors.

Activity

i

ers

$2

Saturday

Action

start at 7:30 p.m.,

free

Humboldt Bay
Coffee Company

sunda)

Fri

ive

sign-ups

in

Recital Hall.

are $6 general,

rings

of reall Big

with

Cindy Moyer, violinist and
John Milbauer, pianist. The

TUNIagent
ollege
cé ré03.

continues

Griffith

at 7 p.m.
Hall

in

Room

the University

Center.

Deadline for submissions

is 4 p.m. the Friday before
desired publication.
Publication

guaranteed.

cannot

be

HSU Newman Community
A Catholic Student Organization
700 Union St., Arcata

Enquiry Classes
Daily Mass at 7 a.m.
Retreats
Friday Night Dinners

822-6057

www.humboldt.edu/~newman

ON

(for further info)

4 f

Social Activities

Study Area
Fellowship

=

Sunday Mass

a 30 p-Fm.held at Lutheran Chureprs 1 311E, 16" st (of Union) me “newman@ang:humboldt|
scsi NOP

aa

i

aa

stm
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